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ON THE COVER:
"Triple self portrait
as mother, child and
midwife" (2018)
COVER PAINTING:
Þrándur Þórarinsson
Instagram:
@thrandur_thorarinsson
Facebook:
@ThrandurThorarinsson

ABOUT THE PICTURE:
Þrándur is an IcelandicNorwegian painter.
His mother was once a
midwife; this specially
commissioned selfportrait shows a birth
scene steeped in the
oblique humour that's
made him a homegrown
art star.
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EDITORIAL

The Power Of Outsiders
Outsiderism is an interesting
phenomenon. Whether it’s
artists who operate outside
of the mainstream, activists
trying to influence political
decision makers, or the equality and rights struggles of
feminists, LGBTQI+
people and racial
John Rogers
minorities, the
concept emerges as a theme, in various forms, throughout the pages
of this issue.
The annual controversy
surrounding Iceland’s whaling industry was exacerbated
this year by the killing of a rare
hybrid whale, turning the eyes of activists around the world to Iceland. The government,
headed up by a prime minister who trades on her
environmental credentials, has so far been silent.
Read our analysis of the situation on page 14.
Meanwhile, the clash between the government
and Iceland’s midwives (p. 4) seems to have
reached its conclusion. Our cover star, artist
Þrándur Þórarinsson (pictured), addresses the

Noemi Ehrat is a
student of English
and political science
hailing from the
Swiss city of Zurich.
She came to Iceland
first through her
love of the majestic
Icelandic horse and
could somehow not
stop coming back
ever since. Reading,
writing and hating
make her happy, too..

Elín Elísabet is an illustrator and cartoonist
born and raised in
Borgarnes. At the
tender age of 15, Elín
moved to Reykjavík
and hasn’t looked
back, except for the
annual springtime
impulse to move
someplace quiet
and keep chickens.
Elín likes folk music,
stationery, seal videos, the country of
Ireland, and eggs.

Björn Halldórsson is a
writer, translator and
freelance journalist
living in Brooklyn, NY.
His short stories have
been published by
journals in Iceland
and Scotland, and
have appeared
in translation in
Italy and Germany.
His first book, a short
story collection titled
“Smáglæpir” (“Misdemeanours”), was
published in 2017.

Hannah Jane Cohen
is based out of Iceland by way of New
York. An alumni of
Columbia University,
Hannah has lived
on five continents
and speaks three
languages fluently,
which is very impressive. Her visionary
work is known for
expanding the definitions of emotion,
introspection, and
above all else, taste.

Valur Grettisson,
our Editor-in-chief,
is an award winning
journalist, author and
a playwright who's
been writing for
the Icelandic media
since 2005. A former
theatre critic, he's a
host of the cultural
program "Djöflaeyjan" ("Devil’s island")
at RÚV. He published
his novel, "Gott fólk"
("Good People"), in
the year 2015.

Sveinbjörn Pálsson
is our Art Director.
He's responsible for
the design of the
magazine and the
cover photography.
When he's not working here, he DJs as
Terrordisco, hosts
the Funkþátturinn
radio show, or sits
at a table in a Reykjavik café, drinking
copious amounts of
coffee and thinking
about fonts.

Amongst all of this, one thing is for certain:
the faultlines, permeable barriers and friction
points between the mainstream and those seeking to influence it is where the interesting things
happen and culture evolves as a result. As you leaf
through this issue, we hope you’ll agree.
Valur Grettisson is away.

Christine Engel
Snitkjær has a
diverse international background
in studies ranging
from Literature to
Character Animation.
An avid traveler and
cosmopolitan, Christine uses her experiences as sources of
inspiration for telling
stories. Her passport
says Denmark and
she loves rabbits.

Paul Fontaine has
lived in Iceland since
1999 and has been
reporting since 2003.
They were the first
foreign-born member of the Icelandic
Parliament, in 200708, an experience
they recommend for
anyone who wants
to experience a
workplace where
colleagues work tirelessly to undermine
each other.

you pin me right round
baby right round
www.odd
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And, of course, Reykjavík Pride
occurs this month, when the
city’s diverse and colourful queer
community comes to the forefront (p. 27). Alongside the glitter and parades, there are all
kinds of events about everything
from queer literature (p. 16) to
lectures about masculinity and inclusion.

eat

karaoke

topic in his cover painting, commissioned for
this issue. Þrándur—whose mother was once a
midwife—is himself no stranger to outsiderdom.
He dropped out of art school to study with outcast
painter Odd Nerdrum, and after ten years of creating acclaimed, sharp-witted artwork is still yet to
exhibit in any of Iceland’s major art institutions.
Read about his journey on page 22.

Timothée Lambrecq
is a French freelance
photographer and
filmmaker who can
be found exploring
Iceland’s nature,
small towns and 101
music scene, or on
the dancefloor at
Berghain in Berlin.
He’s made music
videos for sóley, JFDR
and Samaris, likes
shibas and techno,
and is an avid burger
aficionado.
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Farewell, sweet post office. You were too red for this world

What Are Icelanders Talking About?
Weather, wages, all we need
is a little patience!
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen Photo: Art Bicnick
As we all know, Iceland is currently
in the midst of the worst summer
ever recorded. But in the last week,
spirits were raised as uncharacteristically good weather hit the
city with a bang, boosting morale
and bringing some much needed
Vitamin D to the pale residents of
Reykjavík. Temperatures reached
soaring highs of 14°C, and with
clear skies overhead, people were
out and about enjoying what might
very well be the last semi-okay day
until next year.
And while we were being sent
good weather, the midwives’
tale finally ended. After more
than 30 midwives resigned last
month in response to the government's refusal to raise their wages,
women and men from all around
Iceland came together this week
in a social media campaign called
#égstyðljósmæður, which translates to #ISupportMidwives. On
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter,
Icelanders shared how midwives
had helped them through pregnancy, birth, and aftercare. These
powerful posts described how
midwives had saved their babies
in difficult births, taught them
how to breastfeed, and recognised
signs of postpartum depression.
On the 24th, the Midwives’ Union
finally made an agreement with
the hospitals. While not all were
happy about the compromise,
it did include a raise in wages as
well as a cancellation of the ban on
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overtime work. We stand behind
you, midwives. Nolite te bastardes
carborundorum!
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will soon change irrevocably,
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But as one building left, an entire
city of paradise sprung up in
Laugardalur Arena as Guns N’
Roses arrived for their debut
Icelandic show on July 24th. The
concert—the last stop on the
band’s summer reunion tour—
was the largest ever production
seen in Iceland. More than 15,000
people were estimated to attend,
which, for Guns N’ Roses, might
seem like an intimate affair, but for
Reykjavík it’s positively bonkers.
It was, if you’re into that kind of
music, said to be a show-stopping
performance.
Fun fact: The last Guns N’ Roses
tour made almost 500m USD. The
GDP of Iceland is only 40 times
that.
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as the beloved post office on
Pósthússtræti (‘post office road’)
is closing its doors. The post
office has been in use for 150 years
and is the oldest in the country. In
a public statement, Íslandspóstur
said that due to the boom in tourism, the facility is now too small
to service both local residents and
travellers. They added that with all
the downtown construction, it’s
become difficult for shipments to
come and go in a timely manner. A
new building is in construction just
outside the city centre.
So, to the despair of many
Reykjavík residents, Pósthússtræti
will now join the ranks of other
streets—like Bankastræti (‘bank
street’), Spítalastígur (‘hospital
street’), and Lækjargata (‘creek
road’)— named after structures
that have long since left.
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ASK A

Professor

Q: Does Iceland’s
Weather Spur
Creativity?

Photo: Kristinn Ingvarsson
The Danes have been turning up on special occasions for a while

Centenary
Sparks
Controversy

tary president of Denmark.
Pia is a right wing politician widely
known for her stance against multiculturalism and immigration as well
as her anti-Islamic sentiments. In the
past, she referred to Muslims as people
who, “lie, cheat, and steal,” and sued
other politicians for libel when they
called her racist. The choice for her to
represent Denmark here was peculiar
and provocative.

Danish anti-immigration keynote
speaker takes centre stage
Words:
Hannah Jane
Cohen
Photo:
Magnús Ólafsson

FOOD OF

Pylsur

ICELAND

Standing up

On July 18th, Icelanders nationwide
celebrated the centenary of Iceland and
Denmark signing the Union Treaty,
which recognised Iceland as a fully
independent and sovereign state.
While the holiday was certainly a
happy occasion, it was not without its
share of controversy, primarily related
to the keynote speaker of the celebration, Pia Kjærsgaard, the founder of the
Danish People’s Party and parliamenYou can’t escape
the pylsur, or “sausages,” anywhere in
Iceland. Pylsur are
more than a simple
sausage though—
they’re mostly consumed in form of
hot dogs, Iceland’s
most popular fastfood dish among
both natives and
foreigners.

Bill Clinton
never lies

In fact, the hot dog
stand Bæjarins
Beztu Pylsur has
frequently been
named the most

famous hot dog
vendor in the world.
Notables like Bill
Clinton, Metallica,
and Kim Kardashian have

stopped
by to taste the
Icelandic delicacy.
Reportedly, Bill said
that it was the best
hot dog he had

In response, the Pirate Party did not
attend the special sitting of parliament
at Þingvellir where Pia was speaking. Þórhildur Sunna Ævarsdóttir, the
leader of the Pirate Party and a human
rights lawyer, put out a statement
explaining that by attending the ceremony, her party would be giving legitimacy to Pia’s nationalist sentiments.
“We are now seeing that fascism,
racism, hatred and anti-democratic
values come in different forms all
ever tasted. And,
as we all know, “Bill
Clinton never lies.”
Or so we hear
every fucking sin-

gle day—because
our office is next to
said hot dog stand
and we have to lis-

ten to the SHOUTING
tour guide tell that
same old joke EVERY.
SINGLE. DAY. Including the sad laughter

that follows. However, you
don’t have to be in
Reykjavík to experience the taste

over the world,” Þórhildur told Danish
newspaper Politiken. “We see it in the
United States, we see it in different
European countries, and we have seen
it develop in our neighbouring countries like in Denmark.”

A dark shadow
Social Democrat MP Helga Vala
Helgadóttir walked out once Pia
began her speech, an act that Minister of Finance Bjarni Benediktsson
called disdainful and rude. Hanna
Katrín Friðriksson, a Reform Party
MP, attended the event but noted that,
“unfortunately the guest in question
represents opinions which cast a dark
shadow on the occasion.”
While Prime Minister Katrín Jakobsdóttir was present, she did send Pia
a not-so-subtle message. “We should
celebrate the great diversity which
makes our society richer,” Katrín said.
“We must never let hate speech become
legal in our society.”
of Iceland: You can
buy pylsur at every
gas station around
the country.

Eina með öllu
The classic pylsur configuration is “eina með
ö l l u ,” w h i c h
translates as
“one with everything,” and
includes mustard, ketchup and
remoulade sauce,
crowned with a
sprinkle of raw and
crunchy onion—no
calorie counting

here. Not only is
this the only true
way to enjoy every
bite of your pylsa,
it’s also the easiest
way of ordering:
instead of listing
each and every topping you want, you
can impress with
your knowledge of
Icelandic culture
and language with
a simple “Eina með
öllu, takk.” NE

BREAKFAST FROM 7
LUNCH FROM 12
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Iceland is as known for its creativity as its bad weather. But is
there a relationship between
the two? We asked sociology Professor Stefán H r afn J ónsson.
Our surroundings shape our
thoughts and behaviour. Individuals and societies adapt to the environment in various ways. Many
technological innovations are the
result of adaptation to harsh nature, including the weather. Ships
are built to withstand strong wind,
roads are built to withstand snowy
winters, and buildings to keep us
warm and dry during cold winters.
Our fishing industry is one example of creativity spurred in part
by the weather. Icelandic fishermen, scientists and technicians
have, in recent decades, played a
significant role in technological
innovation in safety equipment, information processing and seafood
processing. Their success is likely
a partial result of the collaboration
between sectors where formal education and long experience with
fishing and processing in difficult
weathers merge into innovation.
Iceland also has a long history
of producing artists and designers. In recent decades, Icelandic
outdoor clothing companies have
become highly competitive in the
global market, likely because of
the designers’ personal struggles with harsh winter weather.
While these are speculative
thoughts, the question: “Does Iceland’s weather spur creativity?” is
an excellent idea for sociological
research. The department of Sociology at the University of Iceland
has a newly restructured master’s
and doctoral programme, now
taught in English, built on a strong
methodological and theoretical
foundation, and intertwined with
Icelandic sociological distinc tiveness and characteristics. This
question could be a fruitful venue
for a curious future student. CES

Icelandic wool

icelandiclamb.is
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still needed. Iceland only ranks 14th of
144 countries in the “economic participation and opportunity” category, and
even places as low as 57th for “educational attainment.” The “health and
survival” category offers an even worse
picture of Icelandic society, as Iceland
ranks 114th.
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The must-hear tracks of the issue

At least some progress

Yes we can! Kind of!

WHAT HAVE WE WON?

Gender Equality!
Although, Actually
Not Quite
Or, at least, not yet

Words:
Noemi
Ehrat

Iceland has been placed first in the
Global Gender Gap Report not once,
but nine times. The report, which
is published annually by the World

Útlandarigning

WORD OF
THE ISSUE

Economic Forum, measures the gender
gap in the areas of economic participation and opportunity, educational
attainment, health and survival, and
political empowerment.
According to last year‘s
report, Iceland is the only
country to have closed
more than 70% of its
gender gap in the area of
political empowerment. To
call that a record-breaking
achievement seems rather
depressing. So don‘t start
celebrating Iceland as the
ultimate feminist paradise quite yet—plenty of progress is

Equality, but not quite
In conclusion, Iceland is the “least
worst” country concerning gender equality, rather
than the best. There’s a lot
of room for improvement
before Iceland achieves
true gender equality. Or,
as the report concludes:
“More than a decade of data
has revealed that progress
is still too slow for realising the full potential of one
half of humanity within our
lifetimes.”

“Iceland is
the 'least
worst' country
concerning
gender equality, rather than
the best.”

LÓABORATORIUM

While Iceland is known worldwide
for its unpredictable and horrendous
weather, things weren’t always so
wet here. In fact, back in the old days
the worst rain you’d experience was a
delicate fine mist that you could walk
through for hours without getting
soaked. The idea of pelting barrels of
water hurdling down was positively
ludicrous. Therefore, when natives
traveled abroad they were in for a
moist treat, and that kind of “screw
you” London drenching rain became
known as ‘útlandarigning,’ or ‘foreign
rain’—as it was rain Icelanders only
experienced abroad.
Nowadays, útlandarigning is a
daily occurrence in Reykjavík. Thanks,
global warming. HJC

Nevertheless, Iceland is the only country to have closed the overall gender
gap by 87% in total since records began,
10% of which was achieved between
2006-2017, or the period that the Global
Gender Gap Report has been published.
Just this year, the Icelandic government
introduced a new law requiring employers to prove the‘re paying women and
men equally, as many were flouting the
previous guidelines. Also, don‘t forget
that Katrín Jakobsdóttir was elected as
the 28th prime minister of Iceland last
year.

Bjarki - Fork
Techno isn’t often
described as “fun,”
as it demands a
seriousness and
repetitiveness, but
this is probably why
our very own Bjarki
is getting huge
in the European
club scene. While
sticking to the
basics of Really
Serious Techno, he
still fits in bits that
make you crack a
little smile on the
dance floor.

John Grant - Love Is
Magic
This depressive,
Seattle-bornReykjavík-based
crooner has kept
his sound fresh in
the last few years
with electronic
sound experiments.
His new track,
“Love Is Magic,” has
a bit of mid 80s
Italo-disco drama,
with 8-bit computer
sounds that
create interesting
contrasts to the
moving melody.

Hjálmar - Hættur að
anda
No summer?
No problem.
The band that
single-handedly
turned the idea of
Icelandic reggae
from a joke to a
serious proposition
returns, with a track
that stays true
to their winning
formula of reggae
backdrops and
folky vocals and
instrumentation.

Reykjavíkurdætur Ekkert drama
Iceland’s girl
rap supergroup
Reykjavíkurdagur
returns with
a collab with
legendary singer
Svala. The track is a
Hip-House banger
on the 90s tip,
and it’s about not
having drama while
you’re going out
tonight.

Axel Flóvent - Close
To You
Leading Icelandic
folk-popper Axel
Flóvent returns with
a radio-friendly
balad reminiscent
of Ed Sheeran and
early-era Coldplay.
He embarks on a
European tour later
this year, where he’ll
no doubt clean up
on the cool mom
circuit.

MIMRA - Sinking
Island
Slightly ambient
indie with a bit of
a jazzy vocal is the
name of the game
from MIMRA, slightly
reminiscent of
Emiliana Torrini.

RAGNAR - Á öðrum
stað
Smooth folky
ballad with a brass
backing from the
mononymous
Ragnar. While not
terribly original,
it’s a little heart
warming. SP

Listen, watch & hear
more tracks:
gpv.is/play
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#IcelandSmites

Heimir, possibly going back to probing for tooth cavities instead of defensive cavities

opportunity to be part of this historical
era, for being able to leave a tightly run
(long)ship, with notable successes that
have created international awareness,
and respect for the Icelandic game. He
also mentioned that even though the
greatest honour over the success goes
to the players, the contribution of the
support staff has been immeasurable.
Heimir hasn’t dropped any hints
about next steps after hanging up his
battle axe. However, on the timing of his
decision to leave, he has said that in the
same situation, with the same motivations, values and ideas, he felt the Viking
horde’s world-conquering ambitions
might fade in subsequent trophy raids.
Heimir suggests
that the team could
benefit from a new
warlord with a new
vision at the helm.
ARE YOU NOT ENTERTAINED? Russell Crowe for Iceland manager!

Heimir Leaves
The Longship

Iceland’s iconic manager steps down with
pride… but who’s next?
SPORT
Words:
Sveinbjörn
Pálsson & John
Rogers
Illustration:
Lóa Hlín
Hjálmtýsdóttir
Photo:
Art Bicnick

Heimir Hallgrímsson—smiter-in-chief,
and head coach of the men’s Icelandic National Football Team—will not
continue in his position, according to
a press release from KSÍ, the Icelandic Football Association. His existing
contract finishes at the end of August.
Heimir has been smiting most imaginable opposition with the team for seven
years. Beginning as assistant coach to Lars
Lagerbäck, he became joint head coach in
2014, and brought the team to the Euros
for the first time in 2016. Heimir took
over the big chair alone when Lars left
after the successful Euro run, in which

Iceland famously knocked out England.
He went on to guide the team into their
first ever World Cup finals run, where
FIFA’s ridiculously boring, speciesist “fair
play” rules stopped him subbing on an ice
dragon in the 75th minute against Croatia. And the rest, as they say, is history.

Should he stay or should
he… oh
According to Guðni Bergsson, chairman
of KSÍ, the association had hoped Heimir
would stay on. In a statement to the
press, Heimir expressed gratitude for the

The special
relationship

A (new) new dawn
And so, with deep gratitude to Heimir,
the Icelandic football community is
casting an eye towards the future.
Guðni Bergsson says KSÍ has fielded a
number of interesting requests since
Heimir’s departure was announced,
prompting the Icelandic sports media
to speculate about possible successors.
Mooted names include established
figures such as angry Dutchmen Louis van
Gaal, va-va-vooming bon-vivant Thierry
Henry, chunky Dane Michael Laudrup,
and window cleaner David Moyes. A
running theme in a humorous compilation on the Vísir news site was finding
coaches so well off that they could live off
the comparatively
p a l t r y Ic e l a n d i c
head coach salary
of 1.2 million ISK
a month (€10,000,
11.2k USD, £8.5k).

“What Russell
Crowe lacks
in managerial
experience, he
makes up for with
proven expertise
in close quarters
combat.”

It clearly wasn’t
an easy decision
from Heimir, who
has often called
his role “the best
job in the world.”
He did seriously
consider staying
on for a while to take the team into
the upcoming UEFA Nations League.
He concluded that in order for
a new head smiter to fully gel with
the team, having ample time before
the next major tournament was of
the utmost importance. With that
in mind, the debut Nations League
tournament could be ideal preparation for a potential Euro 2020 run.
Heimir also mentioned that his
co-operation with the supporters was
unique. The mutual respect between
the supporters and the team—which
saw Heimir meeting with a supporters group before every game to brief
them on his team selection and strategy—was unlike any other in the world.

Are you not
entertained?

We at Grapevine
would like to suggest
that Heimir’s true
natural successor is maniacal
G erman football
warlord and current
big kahuna at Liverpool FC, Jürgen
Klopp. Jürgen has praised the Iceland
team’s dedication several times. We
all know it’s the job he really wants.
If Jürgen is too entangled in contractual red tape, we could also turn to
Russell Crowe. He’s an on-the-record
Iceland supporter—possibly since
having a nice time up north at Ásbyrgi
playing Noah in the lumpen Darren
Aronofsky flop—and what he lacks
in managerial experience, he makes
up for with proven expertise in closequarters combat in large public arenas.
Finally, a man on Twitter has suggested
that Iceland’s Prime Minister Katrín
Jakobsdóttir could throw her hat in
the ring. And well she may—this is
the real top job in Iceland, after all.

PIZZA
NAPOLETANA
@FLATEYPIZZA FLATEY.PIZZA
GRANDAGARÐUR 11
101 REYKJAVÍK +354 5882666
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dent wanted more. The United States,
already the alliance’s biggest spender,
has substantially upped its defence
expenditures since Trump took office.
Prime Minister Katrín Jakobsdóttir,
meanwhile, is the leader of Iceland’s
avowedly pacifist Left-Green party.
This is a very unusual position for
the leader of a NATO member state,
which is reflected in the prime minister's statement issued to The Reykjavík
Grapevine:
“I would say that a crucial element
in security is not only active, ongoing,
and productive conversations between
nations and heads of state but also
between grassroot organisations such
as Nobel Peace Prize Winners ICAN
(International Campaign to Abolish
Nuclear Weapons) and organisations
such as NATO. This is why I believe
we would all benefit from a side event
with the participation from organisations such as ICAN on the margins of
this upcoming NATO summit on WMD
in Iceland. I would also like to add that
Iceland is a nation without a military and we will always advocate for a
peaceful solution to conflict.”

A fog looms over NATO

Words:
Colin Arnold
Dalrymple
Photo:
Adobe
Stock &
Alþingi

Setting an
Affirmative
Agenda

Iceland to host 14th Weapons of Mass
Destruction Conference in October

Following the predictably contentious NATO summit in Brussels July
11th-12th, the office of Prime Minister
Katrín Jakobsdóttir announced that
Iceland would host the organisation’s
fourteenth annual Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD) Conference on
October 29th-30th in Reykjavík.
The purpose of the yearly meeting is
to coordinate efforts on WMD nonproliferation and eventual disarmament.
Much of the rancour at the summit was
about defence spending. NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg issued a
report showing an increase in spending
across the alliance, but the U.S. Presi-

Against chemical weapons
The foreign ministry is expecting around one hundred attendees,
including senior government officials,
experts in WMD, and directors-general
of international organisations, such as
the Organisation for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons and the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty
Organisation. The agenda has not been
finalised, but sessions will focus on
how NATO can help stop the spread of
WMD and facilitate disarmament in
accordance with the Non-Proliferation
Treaty. There will also be discussions
on developments in the use of chemi-

PUFFIN & BIRDWATCHING
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“In my view,
we should
play an
active role
in NATO and
uphold
values like
human
rights and
peace
between
and within
nations.”

Communist expansion. A large group
of Icelanders marched to Keflavík in
protest every year the base stayed
open. Since the base closed the issue
has become less contentious, with
most parties in parliament supporting
membership.
Logi Einarsson, leader of the opposition Social Democratic Alliance and
second deputy chair of parliament’s
foreign affairs committee, supports
the government’s decision to host the
summit.
“It gives us certain control of topics
and the agenda, which is valuable for
a small state like ours,” said Logi. “In
my view, we should play an active role
in NATO, as well as other international
organisations and institutions, and
uphold values like human rights and
peace between and within nations.
Therefore, if we do hold the summit, I
will advocate for Iceland taking the lead
in agenda setting and playing an active
role in the negotiations.”

You can’t nuke global
warming

Logi Einarsson, leader of the Social Democratic Alliance

cal weapons and missile technology.
The event with ICAN is not expected
to be on the formal agenda but will be
attended by the prime minister and
many conference attendees.
Indeed, Iceland does not have a
standing military, but it has committed personnel and resources to combat
zones, including the former Yugoslavia,
Afghanistan, and, most controversially,
Iraq. Then prime minister, Davíð Oddsson, committed Iceland to George W.
Bush’s “coalition of the willing,” in what
many believe was an illegal decision.
Davíð strongly opposed the closure
of the US base in Iceland and thought
joining the coalition might save it. The
base closed in 2006.

Reaching the summit
NATO in general, and the Keflavík
base in particular, have been contentious issues since the organisation was
founded in 1949. After World War II, US
and allied forces withdrew from Iceland
shortly after the republic was declared.
A newly, fully independent state being
obliged to engage in a military alliance
angered many and caused impassioned
protests, leading to the first use of tear
gas in Icelandic history. The second was
almost 60 years later during the financial crisis.
A few years after the alliance
was formed, US forces returned to
the Island, largely as a response to
the Korean War and fears of further

The increase in the United States’ military spending, including on nuclear
weapons, and that country’s withdrawal from the Iran nuclear deal will
hang over the summit. Logi thinks
progress is possible, but not necessarily probable.
“Increased military spending and
the tendency to try and settle conflicts
with violence is a worrying development,” he says. “Especially in light of
the fact that a lot of global challenges
can’t be solved with guns or bombs.
Take global warming, it’s probably
our biggest global security threat, and
increased military spending isn’t going
to help. The refugee crisis is another
challenge that is actually exacerbated

by conflict. The international community must show responsibility and work
together to welcome people fleeing
insecurity and war. I think we can still
make progress if we manage to work
together—at least, it’s our responsibility to keep trying, even if current political events sometimes make it difficult.”
Representatives from other opposition parties were contacted but not did
not respond.

History of peace
As a small, unarmed island nation
between two continents, Iceland has
long been an excellent symbolic host
for peace summits. In 1973, another
disgraced US president, Richard
Nixon, met French president Georges
Pompidou in Reykjavík. However, a
much more well-known and consequential meeting was held in 1986
between Ronald Reagan and Soviet
General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev.
It was their first in a series of disarmament talks. Although the negotiations
in Iceland did not end with a formal
agreement, a great deal of progress was
made and trust established.
The site of those talks, Höfði, now
houses the Reykjavík Peace Centre,
a cooperation between the city of
Reykjavík and the University of
Iceland. Iceland is also the home of
the yearly Arctic Circle conference, a
forum co-founded by former Icelandic
president Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson to
discuss the effects of climate change on
the Arctic and its many stakeholders.
The subjects of the upcoming
WMD conference are challenging but
perhaps, with its decades of diplomatic
experience, Iceland can act as a venue
for progress on these contentious political issues.

THE ULTIMATE

WHALE
WATCHING TOURS
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The whale's DNA revealed it to be a rare hybrid

The Last Whaler:
How Is This
Still A Thing?

Only one company still hunts the big whales in Iceland
Words:
Paul Fontaine
Photo:
Arne Feuher

Every whaling season, environmentalist and animal rights groups at home
and abroad raise the alarm: Iceland is
still hunting whales. While it is true
that culpability for letting whaling
happen does rest upon many different offices, there is only one company
left that still hunts protected fin
whales: Hvalur hf., led and kept alive
by the company’s CEO Kristján Loftsson. Their practices have often been
dubious, and Kristján seems to enjoy
the anger he evokes in many, but
this time he may have gone too far.

Big blue
Early in July, Hvalur hf. returned from
a whaling run with an unusual conundrum: an enormous whale with a
distinctive bluish-grey hue lay at the
whaling station in Hvalfjörður. Numer-

The distinction between the two is
important. Hunting endangered blue
whales is flat-out illegal, even by Icelandic law. Any company that killed a blue
whale would have their operations
grounded immediately, and it could
result in additional penalties. Inexplicably, though, killing a hybrid of a blue
and another whale is perfectly legal
by Icelandic law, even if the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES) expressly forbids the practice.
Once experts at the Marine and
Freshwater Research Institute of
Iceland got around to testing the DNA
of the posthumously famous 'Whale
22'—after observers noted Hvalur
hf. staff had mixed the meat of the
contentious whale with that of previously slaughtered fins—it was found
to be a rare fin-blue hybrid, with its
mother having been a blue and the
father a fin whale. Still, many at home
and abroad are left wondering why this
practice continues, given all the facts.

Supply-side economics on
steroids

ous photos were taken of the creature
from a clandestine location. Apart from
the colour, the placement and shape of
its fins were also quite different from
a fin whale—one species hunted by
Hvalur hf. It seemed, to marine biologists who viewed the photos, that the
animal in question was a blue whale, or
at the very least a rare fin-blue hybrid.

First, let’s be clear on one thing:
Icelanders by and large do not eat
whale meat. It is neither an ancient
Viking tradition (industrial whaling
in Iceland didn’t begin until the early
20th century), nor is it a significant
part of the Icelandic diet. Opinion polls
do show most Icelanders simply don’t
care about whaling, although most of
those who do have an opinion oppose
it. So who is buying all this whale meat?
Tourists are the largest domestic
market for minke whale—animals

that are plentiful and not the least bit
endangered. Fin whales, however, are
exported to Japan. Whether there’s a
market there is dubious at best, with
publicly available records showing
that the exports are definitely not profitable.
In 2015, business
newspaper Viðskiptabl a ð i ð w en t o v er t h e
yearly financial records
for Hvalur hf. While the
company reported a
profit of 3 billion ISK, up
about half a billion from
the year previous, a closer
look told a different
story. Viðskiptablaðið found that when
operational costs—such as maintaining ships, running the whaling centre
in Hvalfjörður and export costs—were
subtracted from the company’s revenue from whale meat, the difference
amounted to a loss of 72.5 million ISK.
In point of fact, the majority of Hvalur
hf.’s positive earnings came from its
shares in the company Vogun hf.,
which is the largest shareholder of the
fishing company HB Grandi. Vogun,
in turn, is 99.8% owned by Hvalur hf.

period,” adding, “There is of course
some kind of slow news period going on
and this is being presented by the ‘anticrowd’ in the worst possible light.”
This is basically Kristján in a
n u t s h e l l . He a l m o s t
seems to delight in the
negative coverage. It
allows him to maintain an image of being
a strong, independent Icelander standing up to non-Icelandic
forces who would try to
bend his will. It plays
into the same narrative
that was evoked over
Icesave, the European Union, and
even the granting of citizenship to
Bobby Fischer: plucky little Iceland will
not be pushed around by foreigners.

“If running
a whaling
company
loses money,
why even
bother?”

The petulance
If r unning a whaling company
loses money, why even bother?
To understand this, you need to
understand the reactive petulance
of a man like Kristján Loftsson.
The US government has said they
may institute economic measures
against Iceland because of whaling,
and an international petition targeting Hvalur hf. specifically has garnered
over a million signatures. The hacktivist movement Anonymous has also
gotten involved, with a persistent
campaign against the hunting of fin
whales, which has shut down government websites for hours at a time.
Anonymous has pledged that the
cyber attacks will continue until whaling ends. Most recently, 17 scientists
in the fields of biology and marine
life have issued a joint statement that
they consider it “a strong possibility”
that Hvalur hf. did indeed kill a blue
whale, and called upon the government
to ground the company’s operations.
In response, Kristján complained
to Iceland’s national broadcasting that
the coverage was due to a “slow news

Wait, don’t leftist
environmentalists run the
government?
Many people have astutely pointed
out that the government could conceivably take away Hvalur’s permit to hunt
fin whales. Indeed, the announcement made last May that whaling
would resume again after a two-year
hiatus came as a surprise to many,
given the fact that the current government is led by the Leftist-Green Party.
The name of the party suggests
where they stand on whaling. They
have, as a part of their platform,
expressed opposition to whale hunting, having stated in 2015 that such
hunts are inhumane. However, the
party has not issued any statement
about this incident, which has been
gaining international attention. Minister for the Environment Guðmundur
Ingi Guðbrandsson, who is from the
Leftist-Greens, would not comment to
media outlet Stundin on the matter.
When the season ends at the close
of the summer, it may very well be the
last time whaling is conducted. Maybe
that’s why the government is in no
great hurry to crack down on Hvalur
hf. Maybe they’re giving them one last
hurrah before lowering the curtain on
them. Whatever the reasons, a rare
blue-fin hybrid died so that Kristján
Loftsson can keep playing Captain
Ahab, to no one’s benefit—not even his
own, and certainly not Iceland’s.
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emphasises that the idea of the ‘norm’
must be considered within its respective cultural context.

Growing representation

Ásta Kristín Benediktsdóttir, a queer literary scholar

The Queer Canon
Of Iceland

A walking tour taking place during Reykjavík
Pride explores an oft-ignored topic
Words:
Hannah Jane
Cohen
Photo:
Bettina
Vass

Info
The tour is on
August 8th
at 19:00,
starting at the
City Library.
Participation is
free!

The roster for Reykjavík Pride is full
of engaging and thought-provoking
events. From stand up shows by gay
comedians to queer choir concerts to
lectures on masculinity, the programme
is designed to push the envelope and
fascinate both newbies to queer culture
and experienced veterans.
One of the most interesting offerings of this year’s festival is a walking tour of Reykjavík focusing on the
history of an oft-unexplored topic—
Icelandic queer literature.

Undocumented interests
The tour is hosted by Ásta Kristín
Benediktsdóttir, a literary scholar
with an MA degree in Icelandic modern
literature. She was first drawn to queer
theory and queer Icelandic literature
when selecting a subject for her PhD
research.

“The topic came to me automatically, I guess, because I came out as
a lesbian a few years before that and
became very invested and interested
in LGBTIQ+ culture and activism,” she
says. “One of the things that hit me,
when I started thinking about queer
literature in Iceland, was how little
research had been done and how few
books I had read in Icelandic on the
topic.”
The importance of the subject
quickly became apparent to Ásta. “This
is a part of our history and culture that
has not really, with some very important exceptions, been documented or
studied thoroughly,” she says.

What is queer?
Trying to distill the history of Icelandic
queer literature into an article—or a
walking tour—is impossible, of course.

Even defining what exactly queer literature is can be problematic. Some scholars in the subject study specific queer
works, while others look for nuggets of
queer representation in non-explicitly
queer texts. The Icelandic literature
canon, meanwhile, is most prominently
defined by the sagas. Is there queerness
in them?
“If we understand ‘queer’ as lives
or behaviour that is somehow against
the norm at any given time, then yes,
of course, the sagas are
full of people who are
different,” Ásta says.
“ The sagas are not
stories about homosexuality, per se, but
there are texts, like
‘Fóstbræðra saga,’ that
focus on close and
intimate male friendships.” She describes
how many other sagas
deal with a trait called
‘ergi,’ which refers
to effeminacy or the
desire to be penetrated
by other men.
For Ásta though,
her focus is primarily
on works that, as she
says, “deal with or represent, overtly
or covertly, sexuality, gender expression, gender identity, et cetera, which
does not conform with the norm.” She

Some of the earliest formative works
of Icelandic queer literature were written by Elías Mar in the 1940s. “Elías
was queer himself and expressed queer
feelings and experiences in his books in
times when Icelanders were still figuring out what homosexuality was and
starting to condemn it harshly,” Ásta
says. Unfortunately, none of his works
have been translated into English yet.
From then on, books like ‘Sú
kvalda ást sem hugarfylgsnin geyma’
(‘Tormented Love’) by Guðbergur Bergsson, ‘Z — Ástarsaga’ (‘Z - Love Story’)
by Vigdís Grímsdóttir, and ‘Þriðja ástin’
(‘Third Love’) by Nína Björk Árnadóttir
continued Elías’s legacy. Kristín Ómarsdóttir is another important pillar. Many
of these books have been translated
into English and can be found at the
Reykjavík City Library.
While Iceland might have a reputation of being socially progressive, Ásta
says this has not always been the case,
but that the changes in the societal
value of LGBTIQ+ lives in the last 20-30
years have been mirrored in Icelandic
literature. “There are definitely more
queer characters in books now, especially gay characters,” she says. “They
often appear in the background and
play rather small roles.” There are notable exceptions, she emphasises, such
as Lilja Sigurðardóttir’s crime trilogy,
which has lesbian protagonists.

Expect the unexpected
Ásta’s current recommendation for
those wanting to enter the discourse
is ‘Mánasteinn’ (‘Moonstone’) by Sjón.
“It’s a wonderfully queer, playful and
radical novel in so many ways. It challenges ideas about
Icelandic national
identity and nationalism and our ideas
about the past, and
the protagonist,
Máni, just does not
give a shit about
what other people
think of him,” Ásta
says. “Also his story
ends well, which is
a nice change when
it comes to novels
about queer characters, especially
in the past.”
Ásta stays mum
about any specific
locations or topics
she’ll explore on her walking tour. “I
will not say anything about the content
beforehand,” she says. “Other than that
it will be fun.”

“This is a part of
our history and
culture that has
not really, with
some very important exceptions,
been documented
or studied thoroughly.”

Grandagarður 7, 101 Reykjavík
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Actor, theatre guy , and now street art maven: meet Kári Viðarsson

THE HOME
OF ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
AND LAMB
APOTEK Kitchen+Bar is a casual-smart
restaurant located in one of Reykjavíks
most historical buildings.
We specialize in fresh seafood
and local ingredients
prepared with a modern twist.

APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

Austurstræti 16

101 Reykjavík

apotek.is

Brighten The
Corners .

Kári Viðarsson’s newest project brings
street art to the Snæfellsnes peninsula
Words: Noemi Ehrat Photo: Art Bicnick

Three American tourists stop and
get out of their car at the former fire
station in Hellissandur. They immediately start to take pictures of the
old building to be shared on social
media. “Make Kanye great again!”,
exclaims one of the girls. The reason
for their excitement—and Kanye’s
presence in the little town—are the
murals covering the little shack.
This graffiti is not the only street
art to be admired; murals are spread
out over the fishing village and are
part of Kári Viðarsson’s street art
project.

Fish factory makeover

he explains. And thus, the project
to transform Hellissandur into the
Icelandic capital of street art began.
While most of the art is concentrated on the walls around the fish
factory, there is more to discover
throughout the village. “My vision
is to have at least one wall on every
street painted, so we could make a
map,” says Kári. Furthermore, Kári’s
hostel, The Freezer, is not exempt
from the street-art
project: “I want the
hostel to become
one giant mural
extravaganza,” he
says.

Art from
without

fish factory, you’re greeted by the
harrowing face of Áxlar-Björn,
Iceland’s most famous serial killer,
flanked by scenes from Jules Verne’s
Journey to the Centre of the Earth,
a peacefully sleeping woman, and
many more colourful paintings.
As you walk between the walls,
you can read local stories, which
are arranged in window frames
and accompanied by decorations
from Turkish artist Melike Kerpel—
artists came from all over the world
to take part in the project.

Inspiring the kidz
Priority number one, however, was
to include the locals. “It became
a community project,” says Kári.
“Locals were cooking for the artists
and much of the paint is left-over
paint that was donated by town
inhabitants.”
Thus, Kári’s mission is not
solely about art, but community,
a nd t o u ri s m . “ I
hope that this will
help the local travel
and service industry in the long run,”
he says. “As soon as
people start taking
pictures of the
murals, the town
will become popular, which will in turn attract more
travellers to come to this area.”
Several businesses closed or
moved away from Rif in recent
years. “The Freezer is now the only
thing remaining in town,” says Kári.
"It certainly wouldn’t hurt to have
something else in addition.”
Although some of the murals
are not quite finished yet, the
fish factory has already hosted a
town festival within the colourful walls. Kári’s dream would be to
host a street art festival in the near
future, including music and street
theatre. “Growing up here, I would
have liked to be exposed to so much
creativity,” he concludes, “and this
will hopefully inspire local kids to
become artists themselves.”

“This will hopefully inspire
local kids to
become artists
themselves.”

“It all started when Luanna Lee
from artrvl contacted me,” says
Kári. “Artrvl is this organisation
that connects international artists.
I already had this idea of giving the
old fish factory in town a makeover.
I said yes immediately.”
Kári didn’t initially plan to

“I grew up in Hellissandur and had
always known the old fish factory,”
Kári continues. “It’s been unused
for quite some time now, but it’s a
huge space, so I wanted to create a

launch such an ambitious project,
though. “I was thinking about chilling and relaxing a bit this spring,
but once I get ideas, they’re like
babies that need to be taken care of,”

historical mural gallery that would
educate people on the local history
and ultimately make the town itself
an attraction.”
Driving towards the former

Thanks to gocarrental.is for sponsoring the car for this trip.

Hallgrímskirkja Friends of the Arts Society 36th season

THE INTERNATIONAL ORGAN SUMMER
IN HALLGRÍMSKIRKJA 2018
June 16 – August 19
Lunchtime concerts Wednesdays @ 12 noon
June 20 - August 29

Schola cantorum

Schola cantorum is the Hallgrímskirkja multiple
prize-winning chamber choir, founded in 1996
by its conductor Hörður Áskelsson. Schola
cantorum was awarded the “Performer of the
Year 2016” by the Icelandic Music Award in
March 2017. Schola cantorum has from the very
start played an important role in Icelandic music
scene with a repertoire that consists mainly of
renaissance, baroque and contemporary music
including numerous premier performances by
Icelandic composers. The choir gives regularly
concerts in Iceland and has given concerts in
Norway, Finland, Germany, Italy, Spain, Japan,
Switzerland, France and USA. Last year the
choir was invited to perform in 5 concerts in
the Reykjavik Festival in Walt Disney Hall in Los
Angeles, organized by the LA Phil, and received
outstanding reviews in world known newspapers
like NY Times, LA Times etc.

Weekend concerts

Lunchtime concerts
Thursdays @ 12 noon

Saturdays @ 12 noon and Sundays @ 5 PM

16th / 17th June
23 / 24 June
th

th

30 / 1 July
th

st

7th / 8th July:
14th / 15th July:
21st / 22nd July:
28th / 29th July:
4th / 5th August:

Eyþór Franzson Wechner,
Blönduós Church

Björn Steinar Sólbergsson,
Hallgrímskirkja, Reykjavík

Irena Chřibková, St James
Basilica, Prague, Czech Republic

Winfried Bönig, Cologne
Cathedral, Germany

Loreto Aramendi, Santa Maria
Basilica, San Sebastian, Spain

Thierry Escaich, Saint-Etiennedu-Mont, Paris, France

Thierry Mechler, Cologne
Philharmonics, Germany

Elke Eckerstorfer, St. Augustin
Church, Vienna, Austria

21st June

Baldvin Oddsson trumpet and
Steinar Logi Helgason organist of
Háteigskirkja, Reykjavík

28th June

Elísabet Þórðardóttir, organist at
Kálfatjarnarkirkja, Hafnarfjörður

5th July

Kitty Kovács, organist of
Landakirkja, the Westmann Islands

12th July

Pamela Sensi flute, Steingrímur
Þórhallsson organist of Neskirkja

19th July

Þórunn Elín Pétursdóttir soprano
and Lenka Mátéová organist of
Kópavogskirkja, Kópavogur

26th July

Lára Bryndís Eggertsdóttir,
organist, Reykjavík

2nd August

Kári Þormar, organist of Reykjavík
Cathedral

9th August

Friðrik Vignir Stefánsson, organist
of Seltjarnarnes Church

16th August Jónas Þórir Jónasson, organist of
Bústaðakirkja, Reykjavík

11th / 12th August: Hans-Ola Ericsson, Organ
professor at McGill in Monreal,
Canada
19th August:

LISTVINAFELAG.IS SCHOLACANTORUM.IS

Hannfried Lucke, Mozarteum
University, Salzburg, Austria.

Ticket sales at the entrance 1 hr before the concerts and www.midi.is
Lunchtime concerts – 30 min: 2000 ISK
Sunday concerts – 60 min: 2500 ISK
Schola cantorum – 30 min: 2500 ISK
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somewhat dramatic Icelandic version
of “couch potato.” The festival was
created 16 years ago specifically for
people who prefer to stay in Reykjavík over Merchants’ Weekend, hanging
out in proper concert venues with real
sound systems, with not-from-a-can
beer and easy access to a warm bed.
Notorious for booking the A-team of
the best new and established acts in
Iceland, it’s consistently been a raucous
banger. This year, see everyone from
Hatari to Geisha Cartel to Une Misère
to Logi Pedro—the best of all genres,
really. Don’t miss the grass oasis covering the street outside the venues. It’s
like the countryside, with bathrooms.

Ein með öllu
August 2-5, Akureyri, pay
individually for different events
www.einmedollu.is/is

Mýrarbolti
August 3-5, Bolungarvík, 6,000-10,000 ISK
www.myrarbolti.com

These people really want to celebrate merchants

Your Merchants
Weekend Bulletin
Party with the punks, couch potatoes,
country folk and Christians

Words:
Hannah Jane
Cohen & Juliana
Wilczynski
Main photo:
Hörður Sveinsson

The first weekend in August is known
to Icelanders as Merchants’ Weekend.
It’s a bank holiday—for Icelanders,
a phrase synonymous with driving
somewhere in the countryside to get
messy drunk. However, as the years
have passed, new family-friendly and
alternative festivals have sprouted up
on this weekend, all over the country.
There’s something for everyone at
this weekend ostensibly celebrating
merchants, or perhaps more accurately,
merchants who sell beer and hotdogs.
Here’s a rundown of the highlights.

they play black metal album cover
charades, then Norðanpaunk might
be your thing. The DIY extravaganza
is best described as a family gathering
where there’s no sponsors or vendors—
just a bunch of freaks looking to make
the Gathering Of The Juggalos for the
Icelandic fringe community. This year’s
lineup features US punk rock mavericks
Limp Wrist, the mysterious NYIÞ, Börn,
dj. flugvél og geimskip, and so much
more. You can camp, cook—there’s a
plethora of barbeques on site—or just
chill with your fellow weirdos.

Imagine this: You’re in the majestic
Westfjords. You’re drinking a can of
beer. Surrounding you are hundreds of
people in Halloween costumes covered
head to toe in mud. Confused? Don’t
be. Mýrarbolti is the annual European
Swamp Football Championship, where
teams from all over compete for eternal
dirty glory. While the football games
are 100% serious, there are some silly
editions, like the pink card, which
makes the perpetrator of any injuries
kiss the victims' booboo, and the black
card, which makes serious foulers wear
a black head-bag for two minutes. Get a
team together and sign up or just cheer
from the sidelines. There will also be
concerts by Daði Freyr, JóiPé x Króli,
and more.

August 1-6, Vestmannaeyjar, 19,900 ISK
www.dalurinn.is/en

Come for the merchants, leave with the merch

Norðanpaunk

Innipúkinn

August 3-6, Laugarbakki, 7,000 ISK

August 3-6, Húrra & Gaukurinn,
3,990-6,990 ISK

www.nordanpaunk.org

If you’ve ever sat in a leather-clad circle
watching someone make bizarre poses
and aggressive facial expressions as

SUPPORT THE
GRAPEVINE!
GET THE
MERCH!

www.innipukinn.is

“Innipúkinn” is a slang word that translates literally as “indoor demon”—a

Neistaflug
August 2-5, Neskaupstaður,
no price listed yet
www.neistaflug.is

The picturesque town of Neskaupstaður
in the rural Eastfjords is the perfect
getaway for Merchants’ Weekend, and
they will once again be hosting their
annual family-friendly festival offering
that classic Icelandic pairing of nature
and nightlife. They have only confirmed
a few acts so far, but the line-up is
already impressive, featuring Stuðmenn, Stjórnin, Dúndurfréttir, Logi
Pedro, Birnir, and more. Bring the kids.

Blessed are the merchants

Þjóðhátið Vestmannaejar

Fuck yeah merchants!

Ein með öllu (“One with everything,”
the classic Icelandic hot-dog order)
is back with a four-day 2018 instalment of their beloved festival in
Akureyri. With four fun-packed days
of concerts, museum shows, walking
tours, markets, and classes, there’s
a wide variety of activities on offer.
Sirkus Íslands will be performing
during three nights of the festival,
and there will be concerts featuring
Flóni, Birnir, Hjálmar, Emmsjé Gauti,
Páll Óskar, and Úlfur Úlfur. You especially don't want to miss an epic AQUA
ZUMBA class at the Akureyri pool.

The OG Merchants’ Weekend festival
is held in the Westman Islands. While
it’s ostensibly a family festival, the
gathering has become infamous for
scary drunken antics (and a series of
sexual assaults). That said, they’ve been
trying to exorcise the festival’s demons
in recent years. This year, Páll Óskar,
Emmsjé Gauti, Jón Jónsson, Áttan, and
many more will be taking the stage, so
it’s basically the epitome of mainstream
Icelandic culture. Put on your lopapeysa
and rain boots, grab your favourite beer
koozie, and be ready for all weather. A
little rain won’t dampen the party here.

Kotmót 2018
August 2-6, Kirkjulækjarkoti, Fljótshlíð,
Free tickets, but 1,400 ISK for camping
www.kotmot.is

If you find all this drunken weekend
revelry a little too sinful, this Christian
festival will be your true sacrament.
A five day holy extravaganza, there’ll
be daily prayer sessions, pool visits,
all the hymns you can sing, and much
more. Guests this year include Preacher
extraordinaire Andreas Nielsen, who is
known for his prowess on the football
field as well as his power on the pew.
Along with that, they also have a special
program for the tots. Yours in Christ.

shop.grapevine.is

WHEN
HUNGER
STRIKES

we got you

LAUGAVEGUR | LÁGMÚLI | SMÁRALIND | KRINGLUNNI | WORLD CLASS LAUGUM | KEFLAVIK AIRPORT

better burgers
by the road
FOR JUS
T

1.425

St. Louis bacon burger with fries
PIPAR\TBWA · SÍA

GET
NT
DISCOU
Located on selected Olís service stations
ÁLFHEIMAR
GULLINBRÚ
NORÐLINGAHOLT
MOSFELLSBÆR

AKRANES
BORGARNES
STYKKISHÓLMUR
SKAGASTRÖND

SIGLUFJÖRÐUR
ÓLAFSFJÖRÐUR
DALVÍK
REYÐARFJÖRÐUR

NESKAUPSTAÐUR
HELLA
SELFOSS
HÚSAVÍK

Grill66.is
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HARD LABOUR:
AFTER TEN YEARS OF
WORKING OUTSIDE
THE GALLERY
SYSTEM, ÞRÁNDUR
ÞÓRARINSSON HAS
BECOME ONE OF
ICELAND’S
BEST-KNOWN
PAINTERS
Words:
Photography:

John Rogers
Timothée Lambrecq
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Þrándur Þórarinsson opens the
door of his studio
and quietly says
hello.

Dressed in a blue grandad-collar shirt
and maroon cords, his shy, curious
eyes peer out from under the brim of
a flat cap. He’s an unassuming presence who carries with him a certain
sense of calm, like he’s just been out
for a stroll, or awoken from a reverie—
or, indeed, has just wandered into the
waking world from one of his dreamlike, halcyon paintings.
Other than a smudge of white
paint from where he’s been thoughtfully tugging his earlobe, you’d never
guess that the humble Þrándur is one
of Iceland’s most in-demand contemporary painters. His works—whether
serene Reykjavík street scenes, poised
neoclassical tableaus, or reworked
scenarios from Iceland’s Sagas, history,
mythology and contemporary life—are
often sold before he’s even finished

It is, perhaps, surprising to hear
that such an occurrence is the exception rather that the rule. Þrándur has
been a well-known artist on his home
turf for a decade. His paintings have
repeatedly gone viral—not a term
you’ll hear often in relation to the fine
arts. Especially successful is the strand
of his work that relates to current
events, offering witty and sharp-eyed
social critique. But his exhibitions in
Iceland—though well attended—have
generally been small-scale DIY affairs,
and despite his burgeoning popularity,
he’s yet to exhibit in any of the country’s major art institutions.

Go large or
go home
“I’ve never really gone the gallery
route,” he says. “I had my first big solo
exhibition in 2008, right before the
crash. It was my friend Svavar Pétur’s
idea, who you might know as Prins
Póló. He became my agent, or something of the sort. He said ‘You’ve been
working at this long enough—it’s time
for you to get a show going. Go for it.’”
They got permission to hang the

"Lundafár á Laugavegi" ("Puffin Plague On Laugavegur," 2017)

them.
The studio is in an old building in
Vesturbær, set back from the street
through a gated yard and up a flight of
creaky stairs. The first room is a dusty
storage area where canvasses lean
against the walls amidst teetering piles
of sketchbooks, board games, newspapers and assorted ephemera. The
second is, he says, with a self conscious
half-smile, “where the magic happens.”

The bigtime
There aren’t many paintings in the
studio. Þrándur explains that he
packed off most of them recently for an
exhibition at the North Atlantic House
in Copenhagen, where he lived for
several years. “The space is great,” he
says. “It’s an old warehouse that’s probably 300 years old, or more. It has a
beautiful interior, on two floors. It was
extremely satisfying to see the paintings hung beautifully, and well lit.”

show in an abandoned coffee factory.
“I hadn’t shown anything before,” says
Þrándur. “They were mostly large, two
metre paintings. Lots of them were
taken from the Icelandic sagas. A lot
of people showed up, which surprised
me. It gave me a big boost.”

Goofing around
The concept, back then, was to “fill in
the blanks” of Icelandic art history by
painting local history and mythology in the style of the Old Masters.
“I was replicating what they have in
the history of European painting, but
about the Icelandic sagas,” says Þrándur. “There were some about ghosts
and folklore, and the sagas. But then, I
also had a self portrait as a British lord,
so that was silly and humorous.”
Filled with confidence after a blockbuster turnout, Þrándur’s next exhibition further developed this subtle
sense of humour. “I goofed around a bit

more in the second show,” he smiles. “I
had a painting of me as a 19th Century
noblewoman—and the Grýla painting.”

Cannibal splatter
Grýla is the macabre giantess of Icelandic Christmas mythology, and the
mother of the infamous Yule Lads.
Legend has it that she steals and
eats children, but she’s most often
portrayed as a cartoonish monster
with a gap-toothed grin and a sack
that’s presumably full of kidnapped
kids.
Þrándur’s 2009 painting, however,
is a chilling image that portrays Grýla
as a hunchbacked, blood-splattered,
vacant-eyed monster, gnawing on the
limbs of a child in its crib as a parent
throws open the bedroom door and
discovers the scene. It’s a haunting,
nightmarish vision remains his bestknown work.
“It didn’t receive that much attention until a few years later,” says Þrándur. “Somebody posted it on Reddit,
and it went viral. It has a life of its own
now. It pops up a lot, especially around
Christmas. I saw it on a Facebook group

odd decision—but, in this context, it
chimes perfectly with the message.
Like in ‘The Birds,’ the citizens of
downtown Reykjavík are being terrorised by a force beyond their control.
The combination of references is a
clever sleight of hand, and it rings true.
“I am pleased with this painting,”
says Þrándur, who thinks of it as his
“magnum opus.” “It’s so many things
at once. It’s jokey, visually interesting,
and it has an aesthetic. It’s not angry
commentary, like ‘those damn puffin
stores!’ When art is openly critical
towards society, it can get simplified. I
like to do it in a visually appealing way.”
Þrándur likes to let his paintings do
the talking, but when pushed, he says
that he’s more resigned about Reykjavík’s tourist situation than angry. “I
don’t think there’s much you can do
with what’s happening,” he says. “But
you can draw attention to it, at least.”

Stripping
the bones
Þrándur’s most recent social commentary, painted earlier this year, also
features birds. This time, it’s vultures—

"Grýla" (2009)

called Classical Memes,
where
the
child had been photoshopped out as
a pizza. And I thought: ‘Oh, okay! I’m
part of the Classical thing.’”

Puffin plague
on Laugavegur
Since then, Þrándur’s paintings have
captured the public imagination
several times. One such work, entitled
(roughly translated) “Puffin Plague
on Laugavegur,” adorned the cover
of a 2017 Reykjavík Grapevine issue
about the touristification of downtown Reykjavík. It shows a seemingly
historic Laugavegur scene—there are
no streetlights, cars or billboards—
with pedestrians beset by a swarm of
puffins that cover the pavement and
harrass passersby.
It’s also a nod to Alfred Hitchcock’s
‘The Birds,’ which might seem like an

referring to the much-maligned property and finance company Gamma.
It’s a bleak and bloody scene in which
a body is being picked bare in a grim
garret by several gore-splattered
vultures.
“The word ‘Gamma’ means ‘vulture’
in Icelandic,” Þrándur explains.
“Gamma is a company that buys up
apartments and rents them out very
expensively, even though they’re shithole apartments. So it’s an extremely
poorly chosen name. I think they had
in mind the Greek letter Gamma,
which means something else in some
economic sense. But ‘vultures’ is what
we call exploitative companies, in
Icelandic. So I thought of a bunch of
vultures: gammar.”
Þrándur wasn’t sure what kind of
response it would provoke. “I think,
in the end, it was the most discussed
[piece] in my last show,” he says.
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“These concepts like gentrification,
touristification, banking, and exploitative companies—it’s not easy to put
ideas like this into a painting.”
“Gamma are quite proud that they
support the arts,” he continues. “At the
same time as this was going on, Ragnar
Kjartansson had his big show at Hafnarhusið, and they were the main benefactor of that. But they’re quite often in
the news because people hate them.”

Nazi scumbags
Two of Þrándur’s other viral works are
even more overtly political. One depicts
Arion Banki executives disembarking
a plane, looking like Nazi officers. “I
really didn’t think that one would sell,”
he says. “But I had to paint it because it
was so funny. Sometimes these paintings are ideas that are too good not
to paint. But it turned out there was a
law firm that had a lot of cases against
Arion Banki, and they bought it so their
clients could come into their office, see
the painting and laugh, and say, ‘Yeah,
scumbags.’”
The other is a macabre work that
is, perhaps unsurprising, yet to sell.

ideas to come for the political satire
paintings. If I try to force it, it could get
banal. It’s satisfying when it happens,
but it makes me a bit more self-aware.
If I think ‘okay, I need another hit,’ it’s
like the pop business, then. So I try not
to think too much about it.”

Halcyon Reykjavík
Not all of Þrándur’s works are so controversial. He also paints idyllic street
scenes—soothing environments free
from modern-day intrusions. Þrándur
admits that he’s more attracted to the
old Reykjavík than the new.
“I think it’s a shame when you have
a neighbourhood that’s in harmony,
then all of a sudden there’s something
ugly and modern,” he says. “Here, and
in other cities, people tend to visit the
old town, because it’s more pleasing.”
As well as being a form of resistance
to the changing city, there’s also an
economic reason for Þrándur’s more
sedate images. “It would be very easy
to paint hideous dystopias of modern
architecture, but I try to go the other
way, and paint what it could look like,
instead of pointing out the ugliness,”

centric upbringing. His mother is a
Norwegian translator, who also had a
stint as a midwife—”she’s also interested in painting, but that came later, I
guess because of me,” he says—and his
father is a steel worker, union member
and “extreme left wing person,” based
up in Akureyri.
There is, however, another artist
is the family—his cousin Hugleikur
Dagsson, Iceland’s irreverent enfant
terrible cartoonist and comedian.
Hugleikur influenced Þrándur from an
early age. “He has a lot to do with it all,
actually,” he says. “He used to draw a lot
when we were kids. There was a bit of
competition between us. Once or twice
a year we’d compare sketchbooks, and I
was always very excited. We’d collaborate on comic strips. And that’s where
it began.”
Today, their work couldn’t be more
visually different, with Þrándur’s
painterly canvasses forming a strong
contrast from Hugleikur’s vulgar stickmen. “He went the minimalist way!” he
laughs. “But there are a lot of subjects
we have in common.”

Odd nerd room

on the door saying ‘odd nerd room.’”
Þrándur became part of a small
like-minded family that blossomed
around Odd’s studio. “He liked having
company, and wasn’t fond of being
alone,” he says. “There were always
people there, and if there wasn’t,
he’d call me and say ‘Come over, let’s
watch a film.’ His family was there
in the house too. He called himself a
‘kitsch painter’—he felt like he had
been kicked out of the art scene, which
is why he called himself ‘kitsch.’ It
became almost like a ‘kitsch society.’”

Inching to
the future
Despite his slow and meandering
outsider’s path, Þrándur’s endless
patience, his dedication to his craft,
and his artful combination of historical street scenes, intelligent politically-minded works, and what he calls
“splatter paintings” have found him
an ever-growing audience that isn’t
going anywhere. His paintings are selling as fast as he can make them, and
he has a show planned later this year
at Hannesarholt, to mark his fortieth

"Gammamálverk" ("Vulture Painting," 2018)

It depicts Iceland’s
Finance Minister Bjarni
Benediktsson pulling
on a pair of necropants.
“I didn’t know about the necropants
story until recently,” he smiles. “It’s
an old folk belief. The story goes that
you had to carve up a dead person
below the waist, all in one piece, and
wear the skin. Then you’d steal a penny
from a poor old lady and put it into the
ball sack. Then you’d become rich. But
you had to be careful not to die in the
pants, or you’d go to hell. When I read
the description, I thought, ‘I have to
paint this… but who should be wearing
them?’ And, well. Bjarni was the first
person that came to mind.”
“These painting are the ones that
people talk about,” he continues,
thoughtfully. “The thought process
behind them is different from the city
paintings. I just have to wait for the

says Þrándur. “And it makes more
sense financially. People wouldn’t buy
dystopia paintings. I haven’t received
any grants, or anything like that, so I
have to keep it in the back of my mind.”
However, Þrándur is mindful of
putting in curveball details to break up
the scene. “I try not to get too stuck in
nostalgia, so it’s only that and nothing
else,” he says. “I like to break things up
with some anachronistic details, and
so people have to ask when the painting might be set.”

Who drew
it better
Þrándur didn’t have a particularly art-

Another big influence on Þrándur was
the painter Odd Nerdrum, who he
refers to as “my master.” After dropping out of art school—because “the
way I was painting didn’t fit in with
what they were teaching”—Þrándur
was taken on as a pupil by the eccentric
Norwegian painter, who had taken up
residence in Iceland in the old library
building.
“I was a pupil of his for three years,”
Þrándur remembers. “He’s an eccentric person. I had my little space in his
studio. I would more or less paint selfportraits for those years. That’s what
he recommended, because that way
you always have a model. Hugleikur
had the idea that we should put a sign

birthday. A collaborative exhibition
with Hugleikur is also in the works.
It seems only a matter of time
before he’s invited to produce a large
scale solo show in Reykjavík. He smiles
at the idea. “My biggest problem would
be to come to peace with my earlier
work, instead of thinking I could have
done them so much better,” he says.
“Some of my early work, I just don’t
want to see. I’ve always been very selfcritical. When I was 20, I’d be critical of
my drawings from when I was 16. But
it’s part of maturing to see that it’s just
what you were doing at that age.”
And with that, our time is up, and
Þrándur vanishes back up those creaky
stairs into his studio, his daydreams, and
the arresting world of his paintings.
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E A R LY B I R D
C AT C H E S
After her time in Iceland, Naomi
arrives early at the airport so she
can enjoy her last hours there
before continuing her journey.

MORE TIME
FOR SHOPPING
To remember her time in Iceland,
she brings back home unique
souvenirs that she bought
at the airport.

GIVE YOURSELF
MORE TIME TO SHOP

W W W. K E F A I R P O R T. I S

Arrive early at Keflavík Airport and we will greet you with open arms.
Check in up to 2 ½ hours before your flight so you can have a lovely last
Icelandic experience. We offer unlimited free Wi-Fi, many charging
stations and a range of shops and restaurants so you can embrace the
last drops of Icelandic taste and feel — and of course Tax and Duty Free.

27
Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

CULTURE NEWS

Get Yr Prik On
PrikPort 2018
July 28 - 18:00 - Prikið - Free!
Hip-hop meets heavy rock in the
back alley of seminal scenester bar
Prikið. Two of harmonizer hip-hop’s
heartbreakers, Birnir and Joey
Christ, hook up in a collaboration,
hazy hip-hop goddess ALVIA
mesmerizes the crowd, while in the
heavy corner, overdrive big shots
Une Misère headline, xGADDAVÍRx
deliver on a name which translates
as “xBARBEDWIREx,” and Dead
Herring bring up the rear with a
sound that “mixes Hardcore with
powerviolence,” according to
Seattle Hockey. SP

Info:
Reykjavík Pride
is happening
all around the
city from August
7-12th. Find the
full programme
at hinsegindagar.
is/en

Way to go father!

The Rainbow Road
It’s Pride time in Reykjavík

Words:
Sveinbjörn
Pálsson
Photo:
Art Bicnick

Indoor Demons Unite
Innipúkinn Festival
August 3-6 - Húrra, Gaukurinn 3,990-6,990 ISK
The Innipukinn lineup reads like a
mini-Iceland Airwaves—that is, a
festival that compacts a powerful
selection of the freshest music
from the past year in Iceland into a
kind of scene State of the Union.
Innipukinn was initially set up in
2001 as a city-based alternative to
cheesy Merchants’ Weekend
countryside festivals for the
too-urban-(old)-for-tents set. The
lineup is alphabetical, because it’s a
bit all star, so read our full article on
page 60 to get the lowdown. SP

The annual Reykjavík Pride festival
returns, running from August 7-12th.
The festival has grown year by year, but
at its core it's still a celebration of the
variety in life and the beauty of inclusiveness. The largest event this year,
as at any Reykjavík Pride, is the Pride
Parade. Various floats showcase the
ever-growing flora of queer humanity
that Pride represents, ranging from
the flamboyant and outré to the more
pedestrian. The procession begins at
the end of Skúlagata, near Harpa, and
marches to Hljómskálagarður. There
you'll find a big outdoor concert and
party, with the acts still to be announced.
Pride publishes an annual magazine, which this year has a special
focus on gay refugees. There’s an interview with a gay Russian couple on
their struggles with immigration, and

an interview with novelist Þorvaldur
Kristinsson—a veteran of the gay
rights struggle—who also touches on
the subject.

Your makeup is terrible
A mong other open-pa r t icipat ion
events is the annual rainbow painting, wherein the City of Reykjavík
paints a rainbow on a city street with
help from volunteers. Past years have
seen Skólavörðustígur, the entryway
to City Hall, and the prominent steps
of Menntaskólinn í Reykjavík painted; the location of this year’s rainbow
will be announced August 6th.
K ra m hú sið ho st s a work shop
called ‘YOUR MAKEUP IS TERRIBLE’
where Gógó Starr, the reigning Drag
Queen of Iceland, fixes your busted mug—and if there’s anyone who

ELECTRIC
DREAMS

Info:

Put A Crown On It
We Like It Like That: Drag Show

Find
Futuregraphers’s
music at
soundcloud.com/
futuregrapher and
futuregrapher.
bandcamp.com.

August 7 - 21:00 - Gamla Bíó - 3,500
ISK (6,500 ISK for meet-and-greet!)
The surging Icelandic Drag scene
gets a boost with this mega-event.
A collaboration between Reykjavík
Pride and Reykjavík’s biggest
drag house, Drag-Súgur, the main
attraction is an appearance by lipwobbling Drag Race royalty Detox,
plus international guests Honey
LaBronx and Heklina, and the stars
of Drag-Súgur. SP

Words:
Alexander Jean
de Fontenay
Photo:
Ómar
Sverrisson

Music As Mirror

Futuregrapher on his everyday process,
collaboration and the importance of releasing
music
Árni Grétar is an Icelandic musician
best known under the pseudonym
Futuregrapher. He co-founded the
Möller Records label and has in the
past decade made consistent contributions to Iceland’s electronic music
scene, ranging from unbound ambient music to accelerating techno and
beyond.
Music mirrors Árni’s emotions. After

two decades of practise, techno and
acid music comes to him naturally.
“I write ambient songs when I feel
relaxed,” he says. “My ambient songs
are essentially my techno songs excluding the drum machine and bass
bits.”
Being a full-time preschool teacher,
Árni mostly makes music after work.

knows about fixing busted mugs, it’s
Gógó. There are only ten tickets available, and you need to understand Icelandic—as well as the obvious need
for fierceness.
Other events include a workshop at
Safnahúsið called ‘Dance Like Everyone's Watching,’ geared towards finding your individual freedom through
movement. The national queer organisation of Iceland, Samtökin '78, celebrates its 40th birthday with an outdoor exhibition on Skólavörðustígur,
detailing their 40-year struggle. The
lecture programme is rich and varied, including talks about masculinity and queerness, and ‘Rainbow
Schools,’ which will examine how the
school system can be more accepting
for queer (and all) pupils. A Queer
Literature Walking Tour will start
from the Reykjavík City Library at
7pm on Wednesday August 8th.
Jonathan Duff y w i l l perform a
Pride edition of his stand-up show ‘I
Wouldn't Date Me Either’ at Tjarnarbíó, hilariously describing gay dating
culture in Iceland. In the same venue you'll find ‘Coming Clean,’ a play
about growing up gay in Milwaukee
and moving to New York.

Bears at sea
If you just want to have some fun,
there's many ways to do just that. Geiri
Smart hosts the opening ceremony
pre-party, where you can eat, drink,
and listen to a superb DJ, with buses
to the ceremony afterwards.
There's also a Queer Cruise that departs August 10th at 21:00 (show up
early) from Elding in the old harbour.
You might see a whale or two, and definitely a few bears. The nautical theme
continues at the Shore Leave Dance at
Kiki at 22:00.
And remember, if you can’t love
yourself, how the hell you gonna love
somebody else?

“I start off by getting most of my
ideas at work,” he explains. “Beats
are rolling around in my head during the day and into the night. When
my children have gone to bed I get
the chance to get them out.”
Árni frequently remixes and
collaborates with other musicians,
even outside of the realm of electronic music. For him, collaboration
is important, because it gives him a
different work ethic. “A collaboration is a shared experience,” he explains. “An idea for a song will turn
out totally different in the end, and
have a new perspective.”
His collaborative projects have
been born in interesting ways. One
example is the forthcoming Futuregrapher vs. Cold split 7-inch record
‘Zebra - Cube,’ out on August 8th.
“Ísar Logi–AKA Cold—told me to
write a six minute track inspired by
an image of a cube I posted online,”
he says. “Then I asked him to do the
same and voila! the next day we had
two tracks.”
Árni’s most recent release ‘July
1’—named for the birthday of his fiancée—is out now digitally and as a
limited run of 10-inch records. “It’s
my first 10-inch release, and since
I collect vinyl myself, it feels extra
nice to have it included in the collection,” he says. “The format is irrelevant in the end though. Releasing
music in general gives me energy,
and that’s the most important part.”

Culture

Info
Kristín Anna’s
album ‘I Must Be
The Devil’ comes
out on Bel-Air
Glamour Records
in October. The
first single
“Forever Love” is
on YouTube now.
See her at Mengi
on August 3rd

A Deal
With The
Universe
Kristín Anna navigates the personal and
the professional
Natural habitat

Words:
Rex Beckett
Photos:
Art Bicnick
and Lilja
Gunnarsdóttir

A distinctly enigmatic character with
a unique, ultra-high pitched voice,
Kristín Anna Valtýsdóttir has been a
widely recognised figure in Icelandic
music and art for nearly two decades.
Previously known as Kría Brekkan and
now as simply Kristín Anna, the multiinstrumentalist has been a member of
the band múm (along with her twin
sister Gýða Valtýsdóttir), created visual art, engaged in numerous collaborations and performances, and composed
a great deal of music.
However, up until this
point she has released
very little of her work.
Now she is set to
release a new album,
‘I Must Be The Devil’,
comprised of her composition s for piano
written over the course
of twelve years. It was
recorded at the behest
of one of her best friends and collaborators, Ragnar Kjartansson.
“He and his wife, Ingibjörg Stefánsdóttir, kind of mediated the whole process of me going into the studio,” says
Kristín Anna, over the phone from
Corsica, where she’s at a week-long art
residency. “I had been writing piano
songs since 2005 and I would occa-

sionally perform them live and then,
in 2015, they were sort of like, ‘Okay,
Kristín...’”

Uneasy process
Once in the studio, Kristín Anna
worked with Kjartan Sveinsson (formerly of Sigur Rós), who recorded her
and guided her through the process of
production and arrangement.
“It wasn’t a very easy
process, so it’s coming
to fruition with a lot
of patience and trust,”
she says about going
into the studio and
digging up a decade’s
worth of music from
the annals of her creative memory. “A lot
of the music I make,
both under my name
and as Kría Brekkan,
I just sort of improvised and then fit it into a soundscape,
and it’s easier to do it in a flow where
you’re never gonna recreate it again.”
For Kristín, recording something
tangible is much more challenging.
“This music is composed,” she says.
“Some of it existed for a long time before it was recorded. Some of it existed
in many different ways. The material

“It is just more
natural for me
to perform. Give
me a time and
space and I don’t
need to know
anything.”
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is all super personal and fragile to me.
It was all just a big challenge.”

Body, voice, machines
She attributes this challenging feeling of working with set material to the
different human strengths and weaknesses found in each person, particularly those who create art and music.
“Some people have no problem with
making and making and sending it off
and it’s all tangible results, but then
they puke because they have to perform or go onstage,” she laughs. “It is
just more natural for me to perform.
Give me a time and space and I don’t
need to know anything. I’ll use my
body or my voice or machines. I find
performing and performance is safe,
but when I make tangible stuff I tend
to kind of freak out.”

Howling love
‘Howl,’ Kristín’s first full-length album under her own name, was released in 2015 and was created in this
exact mindset and spirit of immediacy
and improvisation. She journeyed to
Joshua Tree, California, for a week and
embarked on a compositional journey.
“I would walk in the wilderness all day
and then improvise the songs at night

and that’s it,” she says. “It was sort
of like a site-specific project and it is
what it is. But then I spent months and
months on the artwork for it.”
Since the release of that album,
Kristín Anna put more focus on different kinds of work while attending
the Iceland Academy of the Arts and
engaging in multiple performance
collaborations with Ragnar Kjartansson, her sister Gýða, and twin brothers Aaron and Bryce Dessner of The
National. This group in particular created a “fake musical” called “Forever
Love: Trees and Longing.” Kristín says
she had so much fun doing it that she
came home and wrote the first single
of her new album, also entitled “Forever Love.”

Pyre in flames
The song’s video was also directed by
Ragnar, along with Allan Sigurðsson.
“The video was just Ragnar’s idea, to
set this pyre in flames,” she says. “He
had done the painted flames before
and he thought it would be very funny
to have me pregnant setting it on fire.
So we went just two weeks ago and did
this, on the summer solstice, all shot
in the middle of the night.” The result
is an enchanting, joyful, beautiful and
humorous piece of visual art, with
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FOR OPENING HOURS AND RESERVATIONS
CALL +(354) 511 1904
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Different dining in
Hannes Hafstein’s
historic home

Curators:
Aðalheiður Valgeirsdóttir & Aldís Arnardóttir
OPEN DAILY 12.00-18.00, WEDNESDAYS UNTIL 20.00.
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A hidden gem a
few paces off the
beaten track

·M

Most of the songs on the album are
deeply personal, relating to interpersonal dynamics with herself or
others, written at a time when the
music was the outlet for her feelings to take form.
“I didn’t know what to do with

U
·C

CA B L E

Sigurður Guðjónsson
Tumi Magnússon
Unnar Örn
Þórdís Aðalsteinsdóttir
Þórdís Jóhannesdóttir

Skaftfell - Center for Visual Art
Seyðisfjörður, East Iceland
www.skaftfell.is

The gulf of creation

The House at Eyrarbakki

SKAFTFELL GALLERY
June 16. - Sept. 2. 2018

K A PA L L

“I didn’t know
what to do with
my emotions...
then I realised I
could just pick up
a guitar or sit at a
piano and I would
put the feeling
somewhere.”

· LO C A L O RGA

S
RE

GE

Above all, the process would not
have been possible without the
intervention of Kristín Anna’s
friends. “It is really a gift they
gave to me, to have made me do
this,” says Kristín Anna. “The fact
that Ragnar and Ingibjörg sort of
noticed it like, ‘Wow, she’s never
ever gonna record this music,’ and
they just took control. They just
decided that they would just book
the studio and pay for it and we
would just see what we would do
with it, and just get this recorded.
I’m really deeply grateful to them.
And without Kjartan, who with
his devotion saw that this would
be brought to fruition, I probably
never would have done it.”

my emotions,” she says. “I didn’t
smoke cigarettes and I didn’t have
all the shortcuts to deal with my
emotions. I would just sing something. Then I realised I could just
pick up a guitar or sit at a piano
and I would put the feeling somewhere. A lot of this music is not me
in a bliss, feeling
great.”
Some th i ngs
h ave c h a n ge d ,
since writing her
first song on the
album, and some
have not. “It ’s
funny because I
was pregnant at
the time, so now,
1 2 yea rs later,
everything will
be conceived and
f u lfi l led,” says
Kristín Anna,
who is pregnant
with her first child. “Giving birth
is going to be a big thing ahead.
I am kind of excited to start to
experiment with making music again. I am also ready to give
this project all my spare time to
play with it and help it exist in the
world a little bit before it disappears in the gulf of creation.”

R E · H E R I TA

The inner block

Nonetheless, the struggle was
real. “It’s been difficult. Sometimes I don’t know why I’ve taken
so much time to complete it,” she
says, sounding slightly drained. “I
feel like I can never be just professional. It’s something personal.
An inner block has to be healed
or mended and I
have to tend to it.
It has to all go together somehow,
i f t h at m a ke s
sense. Some
people can just
be super professional with their
personal life and
be in like a total
karamba and be
fine, you know!
And I don’t have
th is dea l w ith
the universe.”

LT U

Ragnar Kjartansson’s cool class,
and with tongue planted firmly in
cheek.
Altogether, the process of recording her album resulted in
eighteen completed songs, nine
of which will be on the official release on Bel-Air Glamour Records
in October and the rest of which
will be released in very limited
edition through the platform PEOPLE.

· V
EG
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Kristín Anna burning shit up

Árnessýsla folk museum is located in Húsið, the House, historical
home of the Danish merchants built in 1765. Húsið is one of
the oldest houses in Iceland and a beautiful monument of
Eyrarbakki´s time as the biggest trading place on the south coast.
Today one can enjoy exhibitions about the story and culture of
the region, famous piano, shawl made out of human hair and the
kings pot, are among items. Húsið prides itself with warm and
homelike atmosphere.

Opening hours:
May 1st - September 30th
daily 11.00-18.00 or by an agreement
Tel: +354 483 1504 & +354 483 1082
husid@husid.com I husid.com

HANNESARHOLT
GRUNDARSTÍGUR 10 · 101 REYKJAVÍK
HANNESARHOLT.IS
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they have a superior selection of
chocolates, too. When you drop by,
you can either buy a selection box,
or you can pick and choose individual bonbons. The chocolatiers make
them all from scratch, from French
Valrhona chocolate. “We’re very free
in what creations we make,” says
Vigdís, who’s part of the team. You
can tell from their creative selection
that they’re having fun coming up
with new ideas. Bonus: they’re affordable—so there’s no excuse not
to try a few.

BEST OF REYKJAVÍK

Best Art
Gallery
I8

Stefan B. Chocolatier
Laugavegur 72

Some in our office call individual chocs "bon bons." Weirdos.

CITY GUIDE

Iceland Is Like A
Box Of Boxes Of
Chocolates...

… and here are the ones to buy
Words: Noemi Ehrat Photos: Timothée Lambrecq
If you ever want to surprise someone with a special box of chocolates,
or if you’re simply craving some
fancy chocolatey bites (due to heartbreak, boredom, pregnancy, or being Swiss), you might have been
rather unsuccessful in finding the
good stuff in Reykjavík. While Icelandic chocolate has become more
famous in recent years, partially
due the amazing work of the Omnom brand, Icelandic confections—
that is, the type of chocolates you
find in a box tied with a ribbon—
haven’t yet reached the international spotlight. So we took it upon ourselves to f i nd the best fanc y
“nammi” (“sweets,” in Icelandic) in

town.

confectionary dreams. First of all,
they come in an elegant black box
with a golden interior, complete
with a sophisticated bow. The real
magic happens once you open
the box and get to the chocolates,
though—the selection of chocolates is wonderfully varied, and the
chocolate has just the right amount
of sweetness, without being overpowering. You can tell a true connoisseur is behind these heavenly
creations. Also, there’s no chance
in overeating, as the smallest box
costs quite a bit. But it’s definitely
worth it.

Stefan B. is a self-taught confectioner taking the world of Icelandic
chocolate by storm. His chocolate
originates in Colombia, and the
bonbons are all handmade. “I try to
focus more on dark chocolate,” says
Stefan, “because I felt that this was
something that was missing in Iceland.” If you decide to visit the store,
you’re likely to encounter the mastermind himself—make sure to ask
him about how a horse and a puffin
led him to start making chocolate.

BERG Contemporary

Nóa Konfekt
Widely available

Hafliði Ragnarsson Konfekt
Háaleitisbraut 58-60

These chocolates fulfil all of your

Sandholt Bakarí
Laugavegur 36

The Sandholt Bakery is known for
sourdough breads and pastries, but

An absolute
must-try!
Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse
fish selection.
Open 11:30 - 22:00

saegreifinn.is
Geirsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík • Tel. 553 1500 • seabaron8@gmail.com

Tryggvagata 16
Despite increasing competition from Reykjavík’s lively
and thriving gallery scene, i8
wins best art gallery in 2018 for
the fifth time. The reasoning
is simple: they show amazing
art, all the time. Their roster
includes many of Iceland’s
foremost contemporary artists, such as Ragnar Kjartansson and Ólafur Elíasson, recent
Venice Biennale participant
Egill Sæbjörnsson, and international names like Roni Horn.
“i8’s top quality stable of artists
often display a playful sense of
humour in their work,” said the
panel. “Contemporary art takes
itself very seriously sometimes,
but i8 doesn’t—in the best possible way.”

Nóa Konfekt is the chocolates
branch of the mainstream confectionary brand Nói Sirius. Their
assorted chocolates include some
specific Icelandic tastes, such as
salted caramel, alongside more traditional recipes like nougat crunch.
Nóa Konfekt’s selections are a
Christmas-season staple in Iceland,
but they’re also perfect year-round
for those on a budget, or for tourists who want to take home a box of
chocolates with the northern lights
on them to brag about their holiday
later.

Klapparstígur 16
Located in a building that was
formerly a glass factory, Ingibjörg Jónsdóttir’s BERG Contemporary has quickly established
a kick-ass roster of Icelandic
and international artists, and
an ever-growing reputation to
match. “It’s a beautiful space,
and I’m always curious to see
what they’re showing,” said one
panellist.

Hverfisgalleri

Hverfisgata 4-6
This crisp white-cube environment sits in the heart of downtown Reykjavík on the newly
rejuvenated Hverfisgata, and
has an ever-interesting exhibition programme, often focussed on sculpture and painting. “It’s run by women, which
feels fresh,” said the panel. “It’s
a space whose star is rising.”
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Places We Like

Best Of Reykjavík

Perfect Day
A face of the downtown scene tells us how to spend a perfect day in Reykjavík

“I feel best
when I have a
lot of things
to do.”

* You only need to type the URL in once

BUY
DIRECTLY
FROM
THE PEOPLE
WHO
MAKE
THEM

Words: Bjarni Daníel
with Noemi Ehrat
Photo: Timothée
Lambrecq

Bjarni Daníel
Bjarni Daníel is the singer and guitarist of dream punk sweethearts
Bagdad Brothers, who just released
their second EP, "JÆJA," via the
post-dreifing arts collective. Bagdad
Brothers are currently planning a
show at Húrra on the 28th of July
together with BSÍ and Stirnir.

sonic designer of Bagdad Brothers, and Steinunn, the manager and
synth player of Bagdad Brothers.
When it's busy, we usually try to get
as much stuff done in the morning
as possible, and our favourite place
to do this is Reykjavík Roasters on
Brautarholt. Thus, my perfect day
starts with a band meeting and
breakfast.

First thing in the morning

Lunch

My day doesn't start until I’ve had
a cup of coffee and a cigarette,
so I always make sure to get this
done before I do anything else. On a
perfect day the sun is just coming
out as I wake up and it's just mild
enough so that I don't need to put
on a jacket before stepping outside
for a smoke. I'm probably listening
to a Leonard Cohen or Mannakorn
record.

For lunch, we definitely go to our
favourite Indian/Pakistani place;
Shalimar on Austurstræti. They have
an amazing lunch offer called "curry
in a hurry." It's my all-time favourite
meal and, to be honest, I go there
every chance I get.

Breakfast
I feel best when I have a lot of things
to do, and it's even better to do
these things with people I enjoy
spending time with, such as my
friends Sigurpáll, the guitarist and

Around midday
On this perfect day, both me and
Sigurpáll have a day off work, and we
have time to just hang out and play
music for hours—so that's exactly
what we do. Just hang, drink coffee,
talk and write pop songs together in
the sun. That's what we do best, and
we love doing it.

Emergency: 112
On-call doctors: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000

Post Offices
The downtown post office is at
Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri
09:00–18:00.

Pharmacies
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045
and Lágmúli 5, tel: 533 2300

In the afternoon, I go to the pool
with my lovely little sister and
perhaps meet some friends there,
soaking up the sun in the hot tubs
and having a nice conversation
before going back home to cook
dinner.
For dinner
I probably make some pasta for
my bandmates, and we eat in my
garden while listening to some
Milkhouse in the sun. We might have
some Slotts on the side if we're not
too broke.
In the heat of the night
The perfect day would have to end
with us playing a nice little show. So, I
guess we have a gig booked at R6013
with GRÓA and Hot Sauce Committee.
It's a lovely great time and afterwards
we drink a few more beers at either
my place or Sigurpáll's. The sun barely
sets. It's a beautiful night.

Skólavörðustígur 19 • Borgartún 31
handknitted.is
t +354 552 1890

Venue Finder
Venues

Museums & Galleries

The numbers on the right (i.e. E4) tell you
position on the map on the next page

ART67
Laugavegur 67
Open daily 9-21

F7

The Penis Museum
Laugavegur 116 F8
Open daily 10-18

Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open daily 10-17

Austur
Austurstræti 7

ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41
G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4
D3
M-F 10-18, Sat-Sun
10-17

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 D3
Mon-Thu 10-19, Fri
11-18, Sat-Sun 13-17

Kling & Bang
Grandagarður 20 A4
W-Sun 14-18, Th 12-21

Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Open daily 13-17

Listastofan
Hringbraut 119
Open Wed-Sat 13-17

The Settlement
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 16
Open daily 9-18

American Bar
Austurstræti 8

Vital Info
Useful Numbers

In the afternoon

t
Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs

Public Toilets

Bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and 04:30 on weekends.

Public toilets in the centre can be found inside the
green-poster covered towers located at Hlemmur,
Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík
Art Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson on
Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can also be found inside the
Reykjavík City Hall and the Reykjavík Library.

Opening Hours - Shops & Banks
Most shops: Mon–Fri 10–18, Sat 10–16,
Sun closed. Banks: Mon-Fri 09-16

Swimming Pools
Sundhöllin, the downtown pool at
Barónsstígur, is an indoor swimming
pool with hot tubs and a diving board.
More pools: gpv.is/swim
Open: Mon-Thu from 06:30–22. Fri from
06:30–20. Sat from 08–16. Sun from 10–18.

Public Transport
Most buses run every 20–30 min
Fare: 460 ISK adults, 220 ISK children.
Buses run from 07–24:00, and 10–04:30
on weekends. More info at: www.bus.is.

D3

Iðnó
Vonarstræti 3

E3

D3

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

E7

Andrými
Bergþórugata 20 G6

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 E4

B5
Bankastræti 5

E4

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgatur 76

E6

Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28

E5

Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22

E5

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54

E5

Loft
Bankastræti 7

E4

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20

E4

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2

F5

Bravó
Laugavegur 22

E5

Nordic House
Sturlagata 5

H2

Boston
Laugavegur 28b

E5

Paloma
Naustin		

D3

Dillon
Laugavegur 30

E5

Prikið
Bankastræti 12

E4

Dubliner
Naustin 1-3

D3

R6013
Ingólfsstræti 20

E4

English Pub
Austurstræti 12

D3

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1
F5

D3

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3

E3

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22
Hard Rock Café
Lækjargata 2a

D3

D3

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10

Hressó
Austurstræti 20

D3

Tivoli bar
Hafnarstræti 4

D3

Húrra
Naustin		

D3

Tjarnarbíó
Tjarnargata 12

E3

Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2 B1
Open 09-21
Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastr. 74 G4
July 8-Sep 1, Mon-Fri
Berg Contemporary
Klapparstígur 16 E5
Tu-F 11-17, Sat 13-17

Living Art Museum
Granadarður 20 A4
T-Sun 12-18, Th 12-21

The Culture House
E5
Hverfisgata 15
Open daily 10–17

Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustíg. 3A E5
Open daily 9-18:30

The Einar Jónsson
Museum
Eiriksgata
G5
Open Tue–Sun 10–17

Museum Of Design
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1
Open Tu-Sun 12-17

Ekkisens
Bergstaðast. 25b F4

The National
Gallery of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 F3
Open daily 10–17

Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A
H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, 220
Open Wed-Mon 12-17
Hitt Húsið
Pósthússtræti 3-5 D4
Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4
D4
Tu-Fri 13-17, Sat 14-17
i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
D3
Tu-Fri 11-18, Sat
13-17

The National Museum
Suðurgata 41
G2
Open daily 10–17
The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
H2
Thu-Tu 11-17, W 11-20
Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 D3
Open 10-17, Thu 10-22
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
H8
Open daily 10-17

D3

Reykjavík Museum
of Photography
Tryggvagata 15 D3
Mon-Thu 10-18, Fri
11-18, Sat-Sun 13-18
Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2 B2
Open daily 10-18
Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
Open Tu-Sun 14-17
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 D3
Open Mon-Fri 10-16
Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12
G4
Open Fri-Sat 13-16
Wind & Weather
Window Gallery
Hverfisgata 37
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With dim lights, leather sofas, and ES
M
EL
gender-neutral bathrooms,
Gaukurinn
HA
GI
has become the preferred
hangout
NE
for the unorthodox
Reykjavíkingar.
SH
AG
I
The venue hosts
everything from
metal to underground rap to drag
extravaganzas to stand-up comedy.
They also boast the only purely vegan
cocktail menu around. Get edgy.
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9. Grillmarket
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National
library

BI

Iceland has no McDonalds, but if
you’re craving a basic burger without
any foodie hipster stuff like blue
cheese, chilli jam, or brioche buns,
this is the place. It’s a quick, simple,
no-fuss fast-food diner, with booths
to hide in, and 90s rock star artwork
that’s been there so long it’s about to
become fashionable again.

Vesturbæjarlaug
Swimming
15. Gaukurinn
Pool

National
museum

FO

University
of Iceland

Klapparstígur 38

GA
TA

Reykjavík's only beach bar is truly a
breath of fresh air for the otherwise
dreary downtown scene. No sir,
this is no dive bar, but a club, with
an indoor smoking lounge, stairs,
a spacious bar, a tiny dance floor,
FÁLby the
and a solid line of DJs. It’s run
KA
ATA
same people as Boston, but it Ghas
a distinctly younger crowd in their
mid to late 20s.
GI

ST

ASA

Drinking
11. Skúli Craft Bar
Aðalstræti 9
A cool environment in a great
location, Skúli has a vast selection
of brews, although the prices can
be steep for the serving size. It has
Cards Against Humanity, and there’s
one bartender who sometimes plays
death metal.

E

1

AG

Nordic Ho
2

GA
TA

ATA
AG

GI

spacious balcony, and if there’s one
of those glorious eternal Reykjavík
EG
sunsets
, the pink light streams
GE
RT
G A room.
throughSthe
TA
OD

AR

Hungry? Drunk? Stop by for the
Speciality Chicken (with rainbow rice
and almonds) and the fries which
come drizzled with a white mystery
sauce and strips of chili sauce. It's
a fantastic spot and an absolute
requirement for any night out.

LU

ATAReykjavík Culture C
Týsgata 8 • 101

I

RHA

Veltusund 3b

UR
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ND

AR

„The Coziest
Coffee House in Town“

DA

HA

H

TÓ M

10. Mandi

16. Bar Ananas RNHAGI

AR

The tasting menus with produce
sourced from local pur veyors
have been a hit with diners since
Grillmarket opened its doors. We
suggest choosing one of the set
menus and letting the chefs go to
town.

RÐ

Pósthússtræti 11

A

TÚ

HJA

6. Jamie’s Italian

R

TM

Regulars swear by Brauð & Co.'s
“snúður”—cinnamon bread rolls
smothered with a sugary glaze.
They take it a step further and stuff
the classics with blueberries and
whatnot, eliciting inappropriate
satisfied moans. Get there early to
snatch a warm one.

Tryggvagata 26

A

GOTT restaurant,
Hafnarstræti 17
101 Reykjavík, Iceland
www.gott.is
gottreykjavik@gott.is
Tel; +354 514 6868

Frakkastígur 16

Bergstaðastræti 1

ISÍÐ

GOOD FOOD
GOOD VALUE

5. Brauð & Co.

ALL
U RV
V E ST

With a saloon-like
atmosphere in
IR
ELL
AV when dogs and kids
the daytime,
R
A
IST
ME
run around
amongst the diehard
local crowd and groups of confused
tourists,
Kaffibarinn
turns into an allUR
EG
LSV
Óparty
out
during
the
small hours of
J
K
S
PL A
K A the weekend. Whether you’re holiday
A
day-drinking or getting messy,
AT it
AG
L
L
never fails to amuse.
VA

8. American Style

ÝR

NÝ

GI

D

Formerly known as Sushi Samba, this
Japanese/South American fusion
place had to change their name
recently—but there’s still plenty
of samba in the menu. Everything
comes with lots of lime, sauce
and chilli; their tempura batter is
pleasingly light; and the exhaustive
cocktail menu should help any sushi
purists through the fusion-cooking
trauma.

Á
14.
Kaffibarinn

ÆG

Þingholtsstræti 5

V EG
L JA

THA

4. Sushi Social
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Valdis is perhaps Reykjavik’s most
beloved ice cream parlour. All their
ice cream is made in-house every
morning. If you like liquorice, try
their Turkish Pepper flavour: it looks
like liquid cement, but it’s one of
their most popular offerings. Valdis
doesn’t have much seating, so get
your ice cream to go and enjoy it in a
parked car – Icelandic style.

GU

Grandagarður 21
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3. Ísbúðin Valdís

AU

EG U

www.laekur.is
Next to national swimming pool
Open daily 9am - 11pm

VE
DA

Craft food & beer - Speciality coffee & tea

N
NA

V
LTS

Local gastro pub & café

Jómfrúin may be of Danish import,
but it’s 100% an Icelandic institution.
With its signature open sandwiches,
smørrebrød, and a slightly retro
décor, this is the place for a casual,
playful lunch. Don’t miss out on the
marinated herring and hand-peeled
shrimps, and pair it all with some of
the zingy house snaps.

Simple and straightforward with top
quality ingredients is the philosophy
at this fish processing plant turned
airy arts complex. Go for a grilled
loin of horse complete with oyster
mushrooms and salsa verde, or grab
some fantastic fish soup or black
tagliolini. Whatever you choose,
you’ll keep coming back for more.

L AG

R AN

DI

AG

H
Aurora
Saga
Museum Reykjavik

Hop on over to the funfair at E
S
R
downtown’s new bar and club, where
EG U
ESV
N
I
the
drinks
are
cold
and
the
tunes
are
M
ND
FR AC
RA
SG smoking. The two-story building is
EIÐ
7. Marshall Restaurant + Bar ready to take Icelandic nightlife to
the next level, and welcome the party
A HOL
animals of Reykjavík.
Grandagarður 20
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T
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Lækjargata 4
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Hafnarstræti 4
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2. Jómfrúin

7. Tivoli
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Some say the langoustine soup
recipe has changed a little since
the eponymous “Sea Baron” himself
passed away, but this harbourside
diner is as popular as ever anyway.
Get a warming cup of soup, and a
melt-in-the-mouth fresh fish kebab,
still smoky from the coals.
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Geirsgata 8
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FU

1. Sea Baron

LÓ

Maritime
Museum

I

H A P P Y H O U R D A I LY 1 5 - 1 8 : 0 0

KIS

A
GR

AG

LUNCH and DINNER MENU
LOCAL and FOREIGN DISHES

Dining

FI S

NH

BRE AKFAST and BRUNCH

A chain restaurant it may be, but
Jamie’s Italian is an affordable,
flavourful champion of Italian cuisine.
The restaurant’s mouth-watering
menu is made from top seasonal
Icelandic and Italian ingredients,
and features fantastic antipasti and
rustic dishes, including fresh pasta
made each day, and sourdough
pizzas baked in a magnificent oven.

Oh, bravo, Bravó, for having the best
happy hour in this fair city. With its
colourful fairy lights and a plethora
of comfortable pillows, Bravó feels
like a children’s bedroom tent for
adults. If you get lucky and grab a
table, or even just a single seat, then
it’s the happiest place on earth.

DU

ELEGANT PREMISES
IN THE HEART OF
R E Y K J AV I K

Laugavegur 22

SV
AL

Get the bigger, more detailed version of The Reykjavík Grapevine
City Map at your nearest hotel or guesthouse, with selections from our
Best-Of awards, vital info, downtown bus stops and a wider view of the city.

Downtown &
A Harbour District

12. Bravó

L JÓ

The Map

A

17. ODDSSON

LYN

Hringbraut 121

GH

AG

I

S

TAR
This bar, located just outside
of the
HA
GI
city centre in the Oddsson hotel,
boasts beautifully retro interior
design and has a private karaoke
booth that fits over 20 people. You
can grab a burger and a beer and,
surrounded by their signature decor
of blue furniture, enjoy the view of
the ocean.

18. SKÝ Bar
Ingólfsstræti 1
Located atop a downtown Center
Hotel, Sky Bar is a glass box that
overlooks Harpa and Esja. There’s a

Shopping
19. JS Watch
Laugavegur 62
Þ ODon’t let the
RR
AG
watches
ATA fool

modern look of these
you: they’re assembled
b y h a n d i n a s m a l l s tu d i o i n
Reykjavík respecting the processes
of traditional watchmaking. The
enthusiasm of Master Watchmaker
Gilbert Guðjónsson is worth a visit in
Reykjavík
itself, but it’s his timeless designs
Domestic
that will hook you.
Airport

Terminal

EIN

Party Every Night.
Cocktails!
Live Music Every Night!
50 different kinds of beer.
Live Sports Coverage
Kitchen open from 11.00.
Ribs - Burgers
Chicken Wings!
5
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Sigurjón
Art
Museum
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Saga Museum • Grandagarður 2 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel.: (+354) 511 1517 • Open: Daily from 10 to 18
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www.sagamuseum.is

T h i s u p m a r ke t h a b e r d a s h e r y
sells top-quality menswear and
accessories. Their suits are cut to
various pleasingly retro fits, and
made from sturdy Shetland tweed.
It’s anMexperience
to shop there—the
IKL A
BR A
UT
service is old-fashioned,
and there’s
an in-house barber and tailor for
alterations.
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8
Kjarvalsstaðir
Museum
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Rauðarárstígur 10 MÁVAHL
ÍÐ
is handsDRdown
the finest
ÁPU
HLÍ Ð
store in town. Crate-diggers

Lucky
record
will marvel Band
LÖ N fawn over their
D H
LÍ Ð
selection while theUlay
music listener
can easily pop in to pick up the latest
from their favourites. Live music and
DJs are regularly scheduled.
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26. Lucky Records AHLÍÐ
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Tulipop serves up everything from
lamps to wallets all covered in the
cutest monsters you’ll ever see. The
Icelandic brand’s flagship store is
an explosion of pastels and neons.
Stop here for gifts, souvenirs, or just
a little adorable pick-me-up.
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First Floor, Bankastræti 14
We’re currently experiencing an
explosion of new drinking holes
in 101. One of the newest is Session Bar, a minimalist craft-beerfocused drinking den housed in
a former hair salon in the heart of
downtown. There are sixteen beers
H ÁT and interon tap, both Icelandic
EI G
EG U on
national, and they have aSVfocus
R
keeping the prices affordable, in
contrast to Reykjavík’s generally
FL
pricey craft bars. JR ÓK AG AT

GU

Located in the basement of Cintamani,
I n k l a w c r e a te s s o p h i s ti c a te d
streetwear: minimalist and modern,
but still undeniably hip-hop. Check
them out if you’re looking for longlined oversized pieces , muted

Hlemmur
Food 26
Hall

Session Bar

24. Tulipop

E
AV

Bankastræti 7

LI

colours, and tailored bombers.
With the perfect combination of
Scandinavian design and urban style,
Inklaw’s wares are cool but not in a
try-hard way.

AÐ
ST

This peaceful spot is equal parts
café and bookstore, so you can get
a coffee and a snack while you leaf
through your purchases. Everything
in there is interesting, and if the
magazines fail, people-watching
never does.
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Vesturgata 2a

23. Inklaw
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The Icelandic wool sweater, or
lopapeysa, is a staple Hof
Icelandic
RIN
G B R AU T
clothing. Their popularity with visitors
means that they’re sometimes now
mass-produced for tourists abroad—
but you’ll get the real deal here. From
neon green to Spider-man-patterned,
the opportunities are endless.
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LÍ

You can see the whole process by
which Omnom’s chocolate bars are
made here, from when they receive
the cocoa beans to when they wrap
them in their beautiful packing.
Then you can buy some for the trip
home.
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STAFF PICKS FOR THE NEXT WEEKS!

MISÞYRMING IN CONCERT
27.7.2018

SKOTLEYFI Á SKYNFÆRIN: SÓLEY
29.7.2018

INNIPÚKINN MUSIC FESTIVAL!
3-5.8.2018

VÖRUSKEMMAN DJ-SETS
11.8.2018

Music
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“These circles
I refer to
describe my
own personal
mental and
spiritual journey.”

Welcome to Jómfrúin
– home of the open sandwiches

Follow Andi into his 4x4 circles...

TRACK BY TRACK

Andi - Allt í einu
Íslando-disco: it's a thing
Words: Andi with John Rogers
Photo: Sigurður Möller Sívertsen

Album

the repetitive circular 4/4 rhythms.”

‘‘Allt í einu’ is out now on Skýlið. Get
it at andimusic.bandcamp.com.

1. Viðgerð / Repair

Andi is an Icelandic electronica
producer whose self-titled debut
album won him a Grapevine Music Award in 2017. Here, he talks us
through the follow-up, “Allt í einu.”
“In Icelandic the title of the album has a double meaning,” says
Andi. “‘All at once’ and/or ‘all of a
sudden.’ In my own mind it occasionally happens that everything
changes all at once as well as it can
change all of a sudden.”
“For me, titles in wordless music
are a great way to create a mood,
and the only chance to express
what a particular song is all about,”
he says. “This commentary is about
unveiling the true meaning of the
album by describing how the titles
of the songs correlate to the music.”
“The songs on the album have
been put together in a certain order to support the concept of circles and circulation. These circles I
refer to describe my own personal
mental and spiritual journey. A trip
always heading to its end stop—
only to be repeated again and
again. The circles are also found in

This song has gone through a lot
of changes or repairs, since it was
released on the very first Myrkfælni
compilation in 2017. Naturally I repaired myself in the process.

2. Hringiða / Whirlpool
This song describes the main
theme of the album, going round
and round in your daily routine
and learning to live life in a better,
deeper or a more proficient way in
order to prepare yourself for the
things to come.

ing lately in Iceland. Furthermore
it’s connected to being a tourist in
your own mind, and this whole psychonaut thing—being an astronaut
in your own head.

5. Fánablár himinn / FlagBlue Sky
This song and it’s title might seem
to a have a political meaning and I
don’t deny it. The title hints to nationalism although the song itself
is inspired by the 70s and 80s Icelandic punk scene. The title came
from my grandmother. She calls
the crisp midwinter sky during the
magic hour a flag-blue sky and says
it’s a very special color only to be
seen in Iceland, and I believe her.

6. Ástarljóð á sumri / A
Summer Love Poem
This is the cover song of the album,
originally composed and played on
the recorder by Gísli Helgason. Love
can be dark, mysterious and, above
all, beautiful, especially in the endless brightness in the summertime.

3. Út að borða / Eating Out

7. Á döfinni / Topicality

Everybody needs to eat, and I love
going out to restaurants to eat a
good meal. For me, the experience
can almost be the equivalent of a
good holiday.

Now we’re almost at the end, time to
consider and go through the past,
evaluate things and eventually to
move on. And to start showing interest in the present.

4. Túristi / Tourist
The title of this song came from my
friend Baldur Baldursson and I take
it as a reference to the whole tourist boom that has been happen-

8. Seyði / Broth
In Icelandic there’s an old saying,
that when one takes a sip from the
broth (“súpa seyðið”), they have to
bear the consequences of a given
experience and face the music.

BAGELS FROM 599 ISK

Grab a bite at Dunkin’ Donuts. We’re open every day.
Kringlan

Hagasmári 9

Fitjar

KEF Airport

Lækjargata 4 | 101 Reykjavík | Sími 55 10 100 | Open 11:00 - 22:00 | jomfruin.is

Music
bar

& events venue
Tryggvagata 22, 101 Reykjavík

MUSIC Three Icelandic acts are emNEWS barking on ambitious tours

this year. First, mom-folk
strummer Axel Flovent is heading out
on a European tour in Nov-Dec. Second,
with one member fresh from playing on Björk’s ‘Utopia’ tour, Hugar are
embarking on a tour of their own from
Oct-Dec. Finally, it’s a blockbuster year
for metal band Sólstafir, who will support some legends within their scene:
first, touring Australia with Enslaved
in August, then the United States with
Paradise Lost in October, finishing with
a European headline tour in December.
Find the dates via the bands’ Facebook
pages. JR

Standup Comedy
in English / Starts at 21 / Free entry

Karaoke Party
Starts at 21 / Free entry

MSEA explores bodily disconnection

I Miss My
Sex Self

MSEA yearns for unification on her new single

27/7 - Karaoke Party from midnight

Words: Christine Engel Snitkjær Photo: From the 'Sex Self' video

Single
Check out “Sex Self” on Spotify,
iTunes, Soundcloud, and Bandcamp.
A new EP is coming later this year.

Slime. Flesh. Feelings of emptiness.
Feelings of fullness. A disconnected self. The musician MSEA explores these themes in her latest
single and music video, “Sex Self.”
Coined by MSEA, the term “Sex
Self” refers to a feeling of wholeness; of being unified with your own
body. “It’s about feeling powerful,
confident, and feeling sensual,”
MSEA explains. “It’s a place with
no insecurities. Or maybe a place
with insecurities but you embrace
them. It’s a place of unification.”

Bodily disconnection

knowing what to do; feeling awkward and heavy. Feeling empty.”

More than just sex
For MSEA, “Sex Self” is acutely related
to sensuality. “When I’m feeling disconnected from this thing that I am,”
she says, gesturing to her body, “then
I lose any sensuality.” As a result, she
had no sexual desires during this
time, and she questioned whether anyone could see her as a sexual being.
However, MSEA stresses that the
idea of the “Sex Self” is not strictly
sexual. “The song came from a place
of sexual desire, but I think it’s more
than that,” she explains. “When
you’re feeling this disconnect, it’s
bigger than just sex. You also feel
disconnected from social life. You
can feel isolated in other ways.”

MSEA is a Reykjavík-based Canadian
Standardised sexuality
who studied music at Humber College in Toronto. Her music consists “Sex Self” is also a reflection of
of experimental pop with added ele- standardised sexuality and the soments of jazz and electronic sounds. cietal pressures that dictate what it
“I miss my sex self” is the first line means to be sexy. The lyrics “I’m lost
her new song, which was released in heavy / I’m lost in empty” refer to
as part of a greater art exhibition at how MSEA went through extreme
EKKISENS on July 19th by the same weight loss and extreme weight gain
name. The song and video focus on following the breakup. She feels that
themes of feeling disconnected from society puts too much emphasis on
your body—of having lost your “Sex one kind of sexy, which results in unSelf”—and the possibility of unifi- healthy relationships with our bodies.
cation between the mind and body.
The video for “Sex Self”—created
MSEA based “Sex Self” on one- and directed in collaboration with
line journal entries she wrote artists Claire Paugam and Katerina
over the course of a year after a Blahutova—highlights this observabad break-up. She describes that tion. MSEA dances across the screen
time period as difficult, not least with slime covering her body, and
because she did not feel like her she wears no makeup. “We wanted to
body belonged to her anymore. explore these ideas of something that
“It was a year of
might be considered
gpv.is/music
feeling completely
ugly or grotesque,”
Share this + Archives
disconnected from
MSEA explains. “We
my body and not
wanted to shine a
feeling any desire or anything,” spotlight on it. Flesh in general can be
MSEA relates. “A feeling of not sexy. It doesn’t have to be one look.”

28/7 - Devine Defilement, Narthraal, Mori
Reykjavík Jazz Festival has been
running since 1990, so, very much like
jazz, it’s teetering on middle age whilst
still trying its darndest to be hip with
the kids—and it’s quite good at it. The
festival focuses is on modern original
jazz, Nordic jazz and the avant-garde,
plus events aimed at luring us innocents into their smoke-filled hepcat
dens, with programmes for kids and
“non-jazzers,” answering the oftasked question “who will think of the
children?” The jazzers, that’s who. We’ll
be there, trying to resist their smooth,
funky allure. SP

Techno superstar Bjarki is still going
from strength to strength. His latest
vinyl release comes out the same day
as this magazine. Named after a local
graffiti artist turned wellness guru, ‘Óli
Gumm’ has five tracks that stick to
techno minimalism while still
maintaining Bjarki’s trademark
mischievous turns and twists. He’s also
present on TRIP records new compilation, alongside tracks from EXOS,
Biogen, Nina Kravitz and a new track
from Aphex Twin, under the pseudonym Universal Indicator. SP

29/7 - Singer/Songwriter night
1/8 - Golden Core (NO), Qualia, Morpholith
2/8 - Brotajárn + support
3/8 - 5/8: INNIPÚKINN music festival
8/8 - Dance Party
9/8 - KLAKI, Mighty Bear, VAR
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Our Picks

Misþyrming Party Set
July 27 - 21:00 - Húrra - 2,000 ISK
Iceland’s biggest
black metal band
returns home for
a one-off show

after a year of
international
touring. But this
ain’t just any

regular show—
the boys will be
doing a party
set that features
support from
World Narcosis
and ALVIA. What
is a black metal
party set? To be
real, we have
no idea, but we
assume it means
covering everyone in animal
blood and grinding on ram skulls
while wearing a
lot of leather and
crossing your
arms with an
angry expression.

If that’s not the
case, perhaps
everyone will
shuffle around
to Burzum and
discuss burning
churches while
not actually doing
anything. If you
are into makin’
love in the club
to dissonant and
painful riffs, buy
a ticket ASAP—it’s
sure to be sold
out. HJC

Ólöf Arnalds &
Skúli Sverrisson
August 1 - 21:00 Nordic House
A respected
music scene
power-couple.
Otherwordly
voices weave
together
with sublime
melodies. HJC

Reykjavík Tool Library: Toolraiser
July 29 - 18:00 - R6013 - One tool or a
suggested donation of 1,500 ISK
If you want to enjoy some loud music from noisemongers like AMFJ,
Skoffín and Kefill while supporting a
good cause, head to this fundraiser
for Reykjavík’s very first Tool Library. Don’t worry if you’ve already
spent all of your money—the entrance fee is a tool per person. Or if
you're tool-less, 1,500 ISK. BYOB. NE

Bagdad Brothers / BSÍ & More
July 28 - 21:00 Húrra - Free!
Indie duo
Bagdad Brothers
and brand-new
BSÍ are storming the scene.
Support comes
from teen sensation Stirnir. JR

Weird Kids Party #5
August 6th - 20:30 - MENGI - 2,000 ISK
The “Weird Kids” emerged last year
when a bunch of underground
musicians—many of whom are
non-native, and overlooked in the
Icelandic scene—joined forces. The
result has become a staple of the
city’s concert nightlife. This stellar
lineup features Sigrun, Madonna
+ Child, Special K, DVDJ NNS, Claire
Paugam & Raphael Alexandre. JR

July 27th - August 9th

Concerts & Nightlife
Events listed are all live performances and
DJs. Venues are listed by day. For complete
listings and detailed information on venues
visit grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

Friday July 27th
Pink Iceland's Queer Fridays:
Soffía Björg
19:00 Pink Iceland
Misþyrming Party Set
21:00 Húrra
Reykjavík Classics:
The Romantic Flute
12:30 Harpa
DJ KGB
22:00 Kaffibarinn
DJ Atli
21:00 Pablo Discobar
Gervisykur
22:00 Prikið
Snæfríður María & Brynjar Friðrik
17:00 Harpa
MAYA
21:00 Kaffi Vínyl
Midnight Karaoke Party!
24:00 Gaukurinn
Mill / Martin Ferdinand / S.Hel
21:00 Mengi
Morii
21:30 Dillon
DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið

DJ Aggalá
21:00 Kaffi Vínyl
Devine Defilement / Narhtraal / Nigh
21:30 Gaukurinn
Bjössi Thor & Hera
15:00 Jómfrúin
Bagdad Brothers / BSÍ / Stirnir
21:00 Húrra
Svavar Knútur & Kristjana Stefáns
15:00, 18:00 Hannesarholt
Organ Concert
12:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Nico Guerrero
21:00 Mengi
Birthday Boy Records: Bróðir BIG /
Holy Hrafn / Svarta Solla & More
20:00 Dillon

Sunday July 29th
lowercase night: S.hel
21:30 Prikið
DJ Krystal Carma
22:00 Kaffibarinn
Sunday Jazz
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús

sóley DJ Set
21:00 Húrra
Flekar
15:00 Nordic House
Reykjavík Tool Library: Toolraiser
18:00 R6013

Saturday July 28th
Snæfríður María & Brynjar Friðrik
17:00 Harpa
DJ Símon FKNHNDSM
22:00 Kaffibarinn
Reykjavík Classics:
The Romantic Flute
12:30 Harpa
DJ De La Rosa
22:00 Pablo Discobar
Une Misére Presents: PrikPort
18:00 Prikið

Singer/Songwriter Night
20:00 Gaukurinn
Diddú & Helga Bryndís Magnúsdóttir
16:00 Gljúfrastein
Jazz Jam Session
21:00 Hressó
Organ Concert
17:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Reykjavík Classics:
The Romantic Flute
12:30 Harpa
Snæfríður María & Brynjar Friðrik
17:00 Harpa

Friday August 3rd
Reykjavík Classics:
Music Of The Soul
12:30 Harpa
Innipúkinn
20:00 Gaukurinn & Húrra
DJ Palli
21:00 Kaffi Vínyl
Norðanpaunk
18:00 Laugarbakki
DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið

Saturday August 4th
Divine Defilement

Innipúkinn
20:00 Gaukurinn & Húrra

Monday July 30th

21:00 Kaffi Vínyl

Monday August 6th
Weird Kids Party #5
20:30 Mengi
MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
Reykjavík Classics:
Music Of The Soul
12:30 Harpa

Tuesday August 7th
Guja Sandholt & Heleen Vegter
20:30 Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
Karaoke Party!
21:00 Gaukurinn
Intimate Letters: Chamber Concert
19:30 Harpa

Wednesday August 8th
Dance Party

MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
Reykjavík Classics:
The Romantic Flute
12:30 Harpa
Gabríel Ólafs & Band
19:00 Harpa
DJ Pabbi
22:00 Kaffibarinn

Tuesday July 31th
Karaoke Party!
21:00 Gaukurinn
Guitar Islancio
20:30 Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
Reykjavík Classics:
The Romantic Flute
12:30 Harpa

Wednesday August 1st

sóley, shredding

DJ POP & GUM
21:00 Kaffi Vínyl
Brotajárn
21:00 Gaukurinn

Ólöf Arnalds & Skúli Sverrisson
21:00 Nordic House
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonía
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Reykjavík Classics:
Music Of The Soul
12:30 Harpa
Choir Concert
12:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Divine Defilement / Narhtraal / Nigh
21:00 Gaukurinn

Thursday August 2nd
Berghaim
21:00 Mengi
Reykjavík Classics:
Music Of The Soul
12:30 Harpa
Organ Concert
12:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Ösp Eldjárn
20:00 Hannesarholt

Ösp Eldjárn
Norðanpaunk
18:00 Laugarbakki
DJ Kristinn Pálsson
21:00 Kaffi Vínyl
Organ Concert
12:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Reykjavík Classics:
Music Of The Soul
12:30 Harpa

Sunday August 5th
Sunday Jazz
20:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Reykjavík Classics:
Music Of The Soul
12:30 Harpa
Vísur & Svísur
16:00 Gljúfrastein
Jazz Jam Session
21:00 Hressó
Innipúkinn
20:00 Gaukurinn & Húrra
Norðanpaunk
18:00 Laugarbakki
Nightjar
15:00 Nordic House
Organ Concert
17:00 Hallgrímskirkja
DJ Krummi

20:00 Gaukurinn
Lára Rúnars
21:00 Nordic House
Choir Concert
12:00 Hallgrímskirkja
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Esprit de Choeur Women’s Choir:
Songs From New Iceland
16:00 Harpa
Party Karaoke With Þórunn Antonía
21:00 Sæta Svínið

Thursday August 9th
Valdimar & Örn Eldjárn
21:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Organ Concert
12:00 Hallgrímskirkja
DJ Psychotic Simon
21:00 Kaffi Vínyl
KLAKI / Mighty Bear / VAR
21:00 Gaukurinn
Stína Ágústs & Anna Gréta
20:00 Hannesarholt
Konsulat Album Release Party
21:00 Mengi

Music

May 11th — August 3rd 2018
Katrín Elvarsdóttir
The Search for Truth
bergcontemporary.is

Klapparstígur 16
101 Reykjavík / Iceland

National
Museum of
Iceland

The
Culture
House

The only Faroe Island where you can surf to Afro-beat

Feel The G! Force
G! Festival turns the tiny Faroese town of Gøta
into an eclectic all-in beach party
Words: John Rogers Photo: Timothée Lambrecq

Festival
G! Festival took place in Gøta in the
Faroe Islands July 11-14th

It’s hard to believe, on first sight,
that a music festival could take
place in the location of G! Festival. The 50-minute drive from the
Faroese capital city of Tórshavn
to the tiny village of Gøta crosses
long bridges, mountain passes and
roughly-hewn tunnels through the
fog-shrouded islands, through a
series of progressively smaller
towns. Rounding the final corner
to Gøta, the site is jaw-dropping.
The main stage sits on a grey sand
beach, just a few metres from the
sea, blasting out light, smoke and
music across the rolling waves and
the handful of colourful houses of
the village. It looks like an enthusiastic stage diver could plunge
directly into the cold surf of the
Atlantic ocean.

Barn dance

National Museum of Iceland

The Culture House

The country’s largest
museum of cultural
history from settlement
to present day.

Manuscripts, fine art, natural
specimens, curiosities and
archeaological findings form
the exhibition Points of View.

Suðurgata 41
101 Reykjavík
www.thjodminjasafn.is
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík
www.safnahusid.is
tel +354 530 22 10

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17

Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

The stage in question—Sandur—
is one of five. There’s Spæliplassið,
a chunky outdoor stage on a square
of grass, set back from the ocean;
Fjósið, an indoor stage in a toopungent-for-comfort concrete
barn; and Grundin, a DJ tent located in an open-topped space in
the graffitied walls of a crumbling
seaside building.
A fifth, Annað, hosts daytime
and family events. And G! Festival
is nothing if not family friendly. It

feels like the entire village of Gøta
is there in force, from grandmas
in electric wheelchairs to gaggles
of pink-haired alt teens, their casually hipster parents, and packs of
young kids collecting plastic cups
to trade in for cash
at the exchange.
They mingle in
tangibly high spirits along the main
drag of the seaside promenade,
munching on fish
and chips and
knocking back the
festival’s specially-brewed signature beer. They hop
in and out of the
four specially-installed hot pots on
the beach, hang out
in hammocks, and
frolic in the surf.
The crowd is covered in smiles, like
one big welcoming family.

ment.
On the Spæliplassið stage, local
musician Eivør Palsdóttir draws
possibly the biggest crowd of the
weekend. Her music draws from
various sources, veering between
Kate Bush-influenced ballads, traditional folk interludes, and festival-friendly gothic pop songs. The
home crowd makes her feel welcome, at times singing every word.

Last party on earth
One of the bigger names at the
festival is Sister Bliss of Faithless,
who delivers a crowd pleasing set
of 80s-i n f lec ted
EDM with a shimmering video display and occasional dramatic blasts
from a battery of
smoke c a n non s.
T he c rowd go es
absolutely w i ld
for it, bouncing,
screaming, waving
Faroese flags, and
dancing like it’s the
last party on earth.
The festival
comes to a close
at Gr u nd i n, t he
rough and ready
dance-party spot.
Local DJ Dan Helgi
plays out some pop
remixes, house and techno for a
small but fervent crowd that swells
when local producer Sakaris takes
the stage, mashing together disparate styles in an effective and
iconoclastic party set.
As I finally stagger off into the
night, I’m overcome with gratitude
to have experienced this utterly
unique specimen in Europe’s festival ecosystem. G! Festival is clearly
made with love, and every attendee
enjoys it in that spirit; long may it
continue.

“The main
stage is on
the beach, a
few metres
from the sea...
an enthusiastic stage diver
could plunge
directly into
the Atlantic
ocean.”

Gøta Cabana
The programming is suitably celebratory. When we arrive, Ba Cissoko is blasting out accomplished,
energetic Guinean tunes that have
the crowd doing a spontaneous
conga line in the rain. The backdrop for this sun-kissed African
sound is inky, heavy clouds, distinctly Nordic mountains, and tiny
boats bobbing in the choppy sea.
It’s a surreal and beautiful mo-
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Feeling those blues

Christmas Ends
And Monday
Starts
The Post Performance Blues Band give it all
Words: Rex Beckett Photo: Art Bicnick

Band
Find information on upcoming gigs at
facebook.com/theppbb

We a l l k now t he feel i ng. T he
moment you read the final word
of an amazing book. The second
your plane touches down on your
flight back home from a holiday.
The lights coming on after your
favourite band has left the stage.
Sitting down backstage after giving the performance of your life.
Suddenly one is awash in complete anticlimax and drained of
every natural cognitive chemical.
“You feel li ke you are ly ing
dow n on t he g rou nd, even i f
you a re st a nd i n g,” say s Sa g a
Sigurðardóttir of The Post Performance Blues Band. “It’s like
you’re empty.”
A great fascination with this
feeling is exactly what became
the concept of this band, who can
frequently be found performing
in constantly shifting contexts,
set ups, soundscapes, and visual
aids.

Sensory overload
Delivering wild levels of sensory
overload to the audience through
highly energetic, humorous, often improvised party songs, the
band has quickly infiltrated the

local music scene by being skillfully adaptable and satisfying a
craving for genuine fun, immediacy, and not giving a fuck.
Comprised at its core of Saga,
Álfrún Helga Örnólfsdóttir, Hrefna Lind Lárusdóttir and Guðrún
Heið u r Í sa k sdót t i r, t he ba nd
came together whi le st udy ing
for their Masters
degrees at the Iceland Academy of
the Arts in 2016.
“We were a lways
sor t of play i ng
a rou nd w it h t he
idea that we’re a
b a n d ,” s a y s Á l frún. “The concept
of the band began
w ithout us playing or making any
m u s i c . We w e r e
j u s t f a nt a si si n g
about what kind of
a band we would be.”

and a mike and one day they said,
‘Do you wanna just play around?’
We started singing and making
some harmonies and music about
a dying species called Shitballs.”
“That’s what clicked between
us because they were fascinated
with the end of this species and
we were fascinated with the end
and anticlimax of performance,”
Saga continues. These two senses of ending led to the beautiful
beginning of their band, however, which has now performed
every where from Gaukurinn to
the Independent Church. “We
always had a rule to never say no
to a gig,” says Álfrún. “Like, yeah
that’s what’s gonna happen!”

Post performance
blues
This sense of play and improvi s at ion a nd t a king each opportun it y seem s to be
t he t r ue d r iv i n g
force of their energy, leading them
to fin ish one gig
and spontaneously
walk into a pub in
a small town in the
Å land Islands—
in f ull “rock star
cost u mes”— demand to speak to
the owner, and get
another gig the
following night.
“It’s this whole thing of just
going for it and not deciding what
you’re supposed to be allowed to
do,” says Saga. “But it took me a
week to get out of the post performance blues after that. It was
a four day trip. It was five days of
bluesing.”

“It’s this whole
thing of just
going for it
and not deciding what
you’re supposed to be
allowed to do.”

Dying shitballs
The quartet was suddenly thrown
into the deep end while participating in the Cycle Arts & Music
Festival at Gerðarsafn in 2016,
where they met the English art
collective Boyle & Shaw.
“We really liked each other’s
energy,” Alfrún explains. “Their
art installation had a PA system

Share this: gpv.is/music

02.06.–30.09.2018

Einskismannsland
No Man‘s
Land
Ríkir þar fegurðin ein?
Where Beauty Alone Reigns?

Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17
101 Reykjavík

Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
105 Reykjavík

Open daily
+354 411 6400
artmuseum.is

Art

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
101 Reykjavík
info@i8.is
t: +354 551 3666
www.i8.is

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

IGNACIO URIARTE

Divisions and Reflections, i8 Gallery, Reykjavík
31 May - 4 August 2018

RAGNA RÓBERTSDÓTTIR
ÓLAFUR ELÍASSON

No Man‘s Land – Where Beauty Alone Reigns?
Reykjavík Art Museum
2 June - 30 September, 2018

ÞÓR VIGFÚSSON

Rolling Snowball XI, Djúpivogur
14 July - 17 August, 2018

RONI HORN
BIRGIR ANDRÉSSON
SIGURÐUR GUÐMUNDSSON
Other Hats - Icelandic Printmaking
National Gallery of Iceland, Reykjavik
11 May - 23 September, 2018

RAGNAR KJARTANSSON
BIRGIR ANDRÉSSON
ÓLAFUR ELÍASSON

Blossoming, National Gallery of Iceland, Reykjavik
17 July - 16 December, 2018

HILDIGUNNUR BIRGISDÓTTIR

Places, A Biannual Show in the Westfjords of Iceland
7 July - 1 September, 2018

ÓLAFUR ELÍASSON

Stúdíó Ólafur Elíasson, Marshall House, Reykjavík
ongoing exhibition

RONI HORN

Library of Water, Stykkishólmur
permanent installation

Gerðarsafn

Eva Isleifs runs wild in the Westfjords

Kópavogur Art Museum

Gerður:
Retrospective

Art In Wild Places
The ‘PLACES’ project forms human bonds,
and scatters art around the Westfjords
Words: Christine Engel Snitkjær Photo: Art Bicnick

Exhibition
PLACES is on until the end of August.
Follow the project on various social
media at @stadir_places

When you think of the Westfjords,
you might imagine a far-off land in
the Icelandic countryside; a place
where dramatic mountains tower
over the grey ocean, with no humans in sight.
This mental image wouldn’t
be far from the truth. The Westfjords are remote, with their further reaches lying a nine hour
drive from Reykjavik. While there
are many towns and villages in the
region, nature is at the forefront
of Westfjords life. Yet artist Eva
Isleifs believes that this isolated
place also functions as a space for
bringing people together.

Origin of place

31.05.–
7.10.2018
Hamraborg 4 200 Kópavogur

www.gerdarsafn.is

Eva is the co-founder, along with
Þorgerður Ólafsdóttir, of the
‘STAÐIR’ project, which means
‘PLACES’ in English. A bi-annual
exhibition held in the Westfjords,
the idea for it began when Eva
started embarking on regular visits to the region in 2008. Drawn
there by the landscape, the project
was designed for artists to work in
close proximity to nature.
“I was fascinated by the area,”
she relates. “There wasn’t anything
happening there, so I put all my efforts and energy into creating a

space for artists to come together.”

Outside the comfort
zone
‘PLACES’ offers artists the time
and space to reflect and gather
inspiration for their art practise
in a natural setting.
This year, Eva was the
curator. A number of
selected artists travelled independently
on a ten-day trip to the
Westfjords.
During this trip,
artists were encouraged to get out of their
comfort zones. “We
want to give artists
the experience of creating art in Icelandic nature—of
creating projects that are outside of
their comfort zones,” Eva explains.
“They have to step outside the studio, and go into nature.”
With inspiration from the trip,
the artists—Þorgerður Ólafsdóttir, Hildigunnur Birgisdóttir and
Gunndís Ýr Finnbogadóttir, this
year—were tasked with creating
multimedia artworks that relate to
the Westfjords. The artworks were
then placed around the Westfjords
region, in indoor and outdoor locations, for an exhibition that runs
throughout the summer. The exact
spots can be found on Google Maps
through the ‘PLACES’ website, and
in the exhibition catalogue.

W hile the location of the Westf jords invites artists and guests
of the exhibit to contemplate silent
nature, Eva stresses that ‘PLACES’
is a social, human project. During the trip, the artists form close
bonds with each other—bonds that
facilitate human relationships in
the wilderness. In a sense, the
Westfjords serves as a backdrop for
these relationships to bloom.
As Eva thinks back to the last
trip, a smile crosses her lips. “It’s
always a good time!” she laughs. “At
times, the focus of the trip easily
becomes, ‘should we buy 10 or 50
flat-cakes?’”
This year, ‘PLACES’ also involves
children from the kindergartens
of the Westfjords, who
created sculptures and
paintings as part of
the project. Multiple
k i ndergar ten s are
involved, so that the
children can interact
across different municipalities and form
new friendships. “It’s
a real social project,”
says Eva. “Every other
year it’s almost like a
family reunion.”

“We want to
give artists the
experience of
creating
projects outside their comfort zones.”

Social work

The future of PLACES
Eva hopes the scale of the exhibit
will grow in years to come so that
the artists might spend more time
together in the Westfjords. “We
only have short trips to the Westfjords,” she says. “And, unfortunately, at this point, we do not have a
specific location where artists can
go and stay. That would be a dream.
We feel the artists would definitely
benefit from staying longer.”
For now, though, you can find
the artworks dotted around the
Westfjords, and perhaps absorb
some of this project’s special atmosphere for yourself in the process.
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Our Picks

The End Of The World
Walking The Strike Of A Fissure
August 5-9 - The Volcano Museum
Stykkishólmur’s Volcano Museum
explores not just—as you might
expect—the geology of volcanoes, but

also the culture that has sprung up
around them. Over the millennia, many
artworks, column-inches and superstitions have been dedicated to the
terrifying and majestic phenomena of
volcanic eruptions. Curated by artists
Angela Berry and Shaun O’Dell, “Walking The Strike Of A Fissure” is a series
of multi-disciplinary exhibitions and
events that seek to further explode,
explain and examine mankind’s
relationship with volcanoes. Based on
the output of renowned volcanologist Haraldur Sigurðsson, the artists
involved will present their work on the
museum’s stage, including installations,
performances, and screenings. JR

Obnoxious Artwork
PLEXIPRISMI

Hubble Trouble
Resolution

Hello Darkness
INNFÆDD//NATIVE

Runs until August 4 - Hitt Húsið

Runs until August 8 - Hverfisgallerí

July 20 - 20:00 - Bíó Paradís - 1,600 ISK

Don’t miss artist Melkorka Þorkelsdóttir’s first exhibition, where she’ll show
her paintings full of holographic and
shiny materials, in her—as she puts it
herself—“obnoxious artwork.” NE

Hrafnkell Sigurðsson seeks to make
the invisible visible. An exploration of
digital imagery, he uses fragments
of Hubble Telescope images to explore noise and uncertainty. SP

Want to see Iceland through the lens
of Nina Zurier? This photography
exhibition is about darkness and
light, be it through the medium itself
or Iceland's relationship with it. NE

July 27th - August 9th

Art Listings
Events are listed by venue. For complete listings
and detailed information on venues, visit
grapevine.is/happening.
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is
Opening
VERKSMIÐJAN Á HJALTEYRI
Oh So Quiet!
This sound installation uses music,
singing, recitation, and simply noise
to explore the relationship between
language, the spoken word, and the
ability to listen.
• Opens on July 28, 2018
• Runs until September 9, 2018
GALLERY PORT
Skemmtilegs
Come see new works by Baldur Helgason & Patty Spyrakos that explore
the intersection between popular
culture, politics, psychology, and
mysticism.
• Opens on July 28, 2018
• Runs until August 9, 2018

Ongoing

NATIONAL GALLERY OF ICELAND
Treasures Of A Nation
A selection of over 80 works chosen
from the national gallery’s collection
display the evolution of art since the
19th century.
• Runs until December 31, 2019
Other Hats: Icelandic Printmaking
This exhibit takes printmaking and
looks at it in parallel with other
means of expression, including writing, composition, and visual arts.
• Runs until September 23, 2018
Blossoming: Iceland's 100 Years As A
Sovereign State
This exhibition explores the preciousness and fragility of sovereignty to celebrate Iceland's 100th
year of self-rule.
• Runs until December 16, 2018
EINAR JÓNSSON MUSEUM
Permanent Exhibition
The museum contains close to
300 artworks including a beautiful
garden with 26 bronze casts of the
artist’s sculptures.
THE ÁSGRIMUR JÓNSSON COLLECTION
Korriró And Dillidó
Ásgrímur’s art explores the fears
and dreams of generations, as
mysterious Icelandic elves, trolls
and monsters finally take shape and
materialise as vivid beings.
• Runs until September 15, 2018
MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
Behind The Scenes With 		

Einar Þorsteinn
In 2014, architect and mathematician Einar Þorsteinn Ásgeirsson gave
all his belongings to the museum.
Best described as a renaissance
man, the exhibit is full of curiosities.
• Runs until October 7, 2018
The Imaginarium Of Kron By KronKron
Magni and Hugrún (aka KronKron)
have designed over 2000 fashion
items, thereof 1200 shoe designs
which make up the core of this
exhibition.
• Runs until September 18, 2018
ÁRBÆR OPEN AIR MUSEM
Daily Guided Tours
Tours are from 13:00 to 14:00
through its open air exhibits.
REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM
Settlement Sagas
As Viking ruins meet digital technology, this exhibition provides insight
into Reykjavík's farms at the time of
the first settlers.
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM ÁSMUNDARSAFN
Invasion II: Hrafnhildur Arnardóttir /
Shoplifter
The first instalment of a series of
exhibitions that encourage artists
to engage with the artistic heritage
of Ásmundur Sveinsson.
• Runs until August 12, 2018
Ásmundur Sveinsson: Art For The
People
Ásmundur Sveinsson watched
Iceland grow from a poor agrarian
society into one of the richest in the
world. His sculptures reflect this,
presenting a conversation between
assimilation and innovation.
• Runs until December 31, 2018
REYKJAVÍK MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Olaf Otto Becker: Ice & Land
Here, spectacular documentary
photography highlights changes
in Iceland and Greenland due to
climate change and other human
interference.
• Runs until September 16, 2018
Black Metal
Hafsteinn Viðar, aka Verði Ljós, documents the elusive Icelandic black
metal scene with a series of darkly
beautiful photos. The photos will
also be available in a book of the
same name.
• Runs until August 15, 2018

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND
Splendid Saddlery
In the past, beautifully-decorated
and ornate saddles were valuable
possessions. Here, see a collection
of them.
• Runs until October 21, 2018
Discovering Iceland's Monastaries
Are you fascinated by really old
things? God? This exhibit combines
both, based on research by archaeologist Steinunn Kristjánsdóttir.
• Runs until May 26, 2019
Pre-Christian Graves In A New Light
In 2017, six pre-Christian burial
mounds were found in North
Iceland. Swords, spears, and even a
boat was unearthed. Come see.
• Runs until May 26, 2019
EyeSound
Photos by Iben West and Else Ploug
Isaksen are joined with text by a
number of Icelandic writers.
• Runs until September 2, 2018
Family Photos With A Difference
Photographer Nanna Bisp Büchert's
mother wrote a number of letters
to her from Iceland when she was a
child. Here, those letters turn visual.
• Runs until September 2, 2018
SIGURJÓN ÓLAFSSON MUSEUM
Two Comrades
Icelandic artists Sigurjón Ólafsson
and Asger Jorn were both influential
figures in the 1930s. Their works are
now shown together to hopefully
unveil new links and relationships.
• Runs until October 7, 2018
THE NORDIC HOUSE
Inspired by Aalto: Sustainability as
an Attitude
Come see some of Alvar Aalto‘s classic furniture designs and some of
the works he inspired including an
assortment of Artek furniture.
• Runs until September 2, 2018
50 Objects From The Nordic House
In honour of the Nordic House's 50
year anniversary, come see a collection of eclectic objects they've
collected over the years.
• Runs until September 15, 2018
GERÐUBERG CULTURE HOUSE
Moments From The Life Of Asylum
Seekers
Is asylum in Iceland paradise or
purgatory? Here, Annie Ling explores
the lives of those who arrived in
Iceland last year.
• Runs until August 24, 2018
BERG CONTEMPORARY
The Search For Truth
Katrín Elvarsdóttir explores the
blurred limits of imagination and
how memories tend to gradually
come free of reality.
• Runs until August 3, 2018
GERÐARSAFN KÓPAVOGUR ART MUSEUM

GERÐUR: Retrospective
This retrospective explores Icelandic sculptor Gerður Helgadóttir, after whom the museum was named.
• Runs until August 12, 2018
LISTASTOFAN
The Tension Of Things Unsaid
In this moving image and sculpture
installation, Letta Shtohryn provides
a forensic analysis of the psychological tension of keeping secrets.
• Runs until August 9, 2018
I8
Divisions & Reflections
With monochromes and geometrics,
Ignacio Uriarte's pieces could at any
moment be mathematical formulas,
musical compositions, or art.
• Runs until August 4, 2018
DJÚPAVÍK
The Factory
This annual multidisciplinary exhibition takes place in an abandoned
herring factory in the Westfjords.
Haunting setting, beautiful art.
• Runs until August 31, 2018
LIVING ART MUSEUM
Pressure Of The Deep
This exhibit celebrates the 40th anniversary of the Living Art Museum.
Come for a magnifying glass on
current events.
• Runs until August 12, 2018
REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM KJARVALSSTAÐIR
No Man's Land: Where Beauty Alone
Reigns?
In this two locale exhibit, experience
wilderness and independence as
seen through the eyes of the Icelandic psyche. This location holds only
historic artists.
• Runs until September 30, 2018

Garðatorg 1, Garðabær
Open Tue - Sun 12 -17
www.honnunarsafn.is
honnunarsafn

Exhibitions:
The Imaginarium
of Kron by Kronkron
600 pairs of magical shoes
Mannabein
Torfi Fannar with his knitting
machine
Behind the scenes
with Einar Þorsteinn
architect and mathematician

REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM - HAFNARHÚS
No Man's Land: Where Beauty Alone
Reigns?
In this two locale exhibit, experience
wilderness and independence as
seen through the eyes of the Icelandic psyche. This location holds only
21st century artists.
• Runs until September 30, 2018
HAFNARBORG
35/30 Anniversary Exhibit
It's Hafnarborg's anniversary, and to
celebrate they'll have a special exhibit of pieces from their collection.
Some have never been seen before.
• Runs until August 26, 2018
KLING & BANG
Routine Dream
Tradition. Perception. Knowledge.
Stable sleep routines. Combine all of
these and you'll get Fritz Hendrik's
new exhibit.
• Runs until August 19, 2018
Professional Amateur
What is a "professional" artist versus
an amateur? Is it just validation from
outside sources or more?
• Runs until August 19, 2018
HÚSAVÍK MUSEUM
The Reindeer Ghost
This drawing and sculpture exhibition surrounds the past presence of
reindeer in North Iceland. We can't
promise Santa will be there though.
• Runs until August 31, 2018
WIND & WEATHER WINDOW GALLERY
Out Of Balence Is The Balance
Unndór Egill Jónsson's installation
shows a scale carefully but unequally balancing plants. What does
this mean?
• Runs until August 28, 2018

Film

Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

FILM

BOTTOMLESS

Brunch
every weekend

FROM 11:30 - 15:00
4.990 ISK PER PERSON

BOTTOMLESS PROSECCO
Brunch Plank
Polenta- & CHEESEWAFFLE
with bacon and egg
BAKED eggS
HOMEMADE LEMONADEOR STRAWBERRY LEMONADE

Reykjavík in the year 2000: less hip-hop and tourists

The World of
Yesterday
101 Reykjavík revisited
Words: Valur Gunnarson

Film
On general release

The ‘90s were another country.
The late ‘80s had given us malls,
pizza delivery, even more TV and,
most important, beer. One could
smoke indoors and comfortably
wear leather jackets. All of this
made it a good time to be young.
And yet, as much as things had
changed just before then, they
have perhaps changed more since.
Probably the ultimate ‘90s literary statement in these parts
was ‘101 Reykjavík,’ Hallgrímur
Helgason’s breakthrough novel. It
details the life of Hlynur, a 33-year
old who lives with his mother and
scours the flea market for porn
and the K-Bar for girls, but mostly gets high on the twin drugs of
VHS and cable TV. A lovable rascal at the time of publication in
1996, some of his habits, such
as instantly giving a price tag
to every woman he encounters,
looks rather less savoury today.
There is even a price list at the
end of the book. Top marks go to
Pamela Anderson (4,700,000 ISK).
It was, after all, the ‘90s. There
are also allusions to underage sex,
animal sex, papal sex. Everything
becomes more shocking as time
goes by.

J A M I E S I TA LI A N.I S

Jamie’s Italian, Hótel Borg Pósthússtræti 11 101 Reykjavík / SÍMI: 578 2020

Slackers ain’t what they
used to be
Almost. Same sex unions were le-

gally recognized in 1996 and, in a
remarkably short space of time,
being gay went from warranting
beatings in bars to Pride being
one of the biggest festivals of the
year. It was as if gay people were
being noticed for the first time
and here it was
still okay to make
jokes, as long as
you had a few gay
a c q ua i nt a nc e s .
In fact, the lesbian relationship
between the protagonist’s mother and another
woman forms the
centrepiece of the book. Hlynur is
fine with it, his sister less so.
Even slackers ain’t what they
used to be. In the film adaptation
of 101 Reykjavík, which trailed the
book by just four years, the VHS
has been exchanged for an Apple
Mac and Lolla, Hlynur’s mother’s
girlfriend from out of town, has
become Lola, a Spanish flamenco teacher. This was partly to get
some arthouse cred by enlisting
the services of Almodovar stalwart Victoria Abril, but it was
also an accurate reflection of the
internationalisation of Reykjavík.
The novel seems to depict a place
isolated from the world except via
satellite TV. The movie less so—
even if it is always snowing.

was one of the few Icelandic films
at the time to attract attention
on the international scene and
launched the directing career of
Baltasar Kormákur, who later
scaled the heights of Hollywood
with ‘Everest.’ Baltasar, himself a
frequent resident and part-owner
of K-Bar, co-stars in the film and
fellow barman Damon Albarn delivers the music.
The film succeeds quite well
in rendering Hallgrímur’s verbal
gymnastics as cinema. There is
a voice-over, but thankfully no
speaking to the camera or price
tags. Hlynur’s trek to a mountain
to k ill himself is
beautifully shot and
the whole colour
palette is a bit Kaurismäkian. Some of
Hlynur’s more unsavoury moments,
such as getting his
sister pregnant by
stealing her contraception or poisoning his brother-in-law with ecstasy, are left out of the film. In some
ways the film ages better than the
book, although Baltasar’s recital
of tired ‘90s jokes not from the
source might have been left out.

“‘101 Reykjavík’
made the postal
code into a
byword for
bohemia.”

Verbal gymnastics
And, as intended, 101 Reykjavík

We’ll always have K-bar
‘101 Reykjavík’ launched the career of two of Iceland’s most notable artists of the past decades in
their respective fields and made
the postal code into a byword for
bohemia. This may have changed
too, since it is now becoming the
domain of puffin stores, hotels
and Airbnbs. But Kaffibarinn is
still bopping. We will always have
K-Bar.

gpv.is/film
Share this + Archives
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Various Events

Monday August 6th
Stand-up Comedy (in English!)
21:00 Gaukurinn

Tuesday August 7th
REYKJAVÍK PRIDE
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
We Like It Like That: Drag Show
21:00 Gamla Bíó

35/30

Anniversary Exhibition

Wednesday July 25th
REYKJAVÍK PRIDE
Improv Iceland (in English!)
20:30 Tjarnarbíó
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Pride Bingo
19:30 Stúdentakjallarinn
Jono Duffy: I Wouldn't Date
Me Either
21:00 Tjarnarbíó

Thursday July 26th

Who wouldn't want to spend 'An Evening With Jono Duffy'?

Friday July 27th

Thursday August 2nd

'Dirty Dancing' Party Screening!
20:00 Bíó Paradís
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Friday Documentaries
18:00 Andrými
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa

Dark Deeds In Reykjavík: A Guided
Literary Walking Tour
15:00 Reykjavík City Library
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa

Saturday July 28th
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
ReThink Utopian: Family Workshop
13:00 Gerðarsafn
Slutwalk 2018
14:00 Hallgrímskirkja

Sunday July 29th
Sunday Yoga
12:00 Loft
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Lipsync Karaoke
21:00 Kiki Queer Bar
Party Bingo With Sigga Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Movie Sundays: Radical Movie Club
19:00 Andrými
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa

Monday July 30th
Stand-up Comedy (in English!)
21:00 Gaukurinn

Tuesday July 31st
Drink & Draw
20:00 Húrra
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa

Wednesday August 1st

Hafnarborg
The Hafnarfjördur Centre
of Culture and Fine Art

Bus nr. 1 30 minutes
from Lækjartorg
Open 12–5 p.m.
Closed on Tuesdays
Strandgata 34
220 Hafnarfjörður
Iceland
www.hafnarborg.is
hafnarborg@hafnarfjordur.is
(354) 585 5790

Friday August 3rd
'The Terminator' Party Screening!
20:00 Bíó Paradís
Sirkus Íslands: A Decade Of Circus
17:00 Akureyri
Friday Documentaries
18:00 Andrými
Live Drawing
19:50 ODDSSON
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Sirkus Íslands: Skinnsemi
21:00 Akureyri
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa

Saturday August 4th
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Sirkus Íslands: A Decade Of Circus
14:00 Akureyri
Sirkus Íslands: Skinnsemi
21:00 Akureyri

Hearts Beat Loud

The Terminator

Best of the Year - August

Icelandic Cool Cuts

A father and daughter form an unlikely songwriting duo "I'll be back!" Experience Arnold Schwarzenegger in the
in the summer before she leaves for college. Fantastic iconic role as the Terminator in this 1984 masterpiece
feel-good movie with an amazing soundtrack! Great from director James Cameron as it was meant on a big
cast featuring Nick Offerman as well as Ted Danson and screen. Join us for a one-night only Friday Night Party
Screening of THE TERMINATOR on August 3rd at 20:00.
Toni Collette.
P.S. our bar is open and it is allowed to bring everything
into the screening room!

Sunday August 5th
Sunday Yoga
12:00 Loft
Sirkus Íslands: A Decade Of Circus
14:00 Akureyri
Sirkus Íslands: Skinnsemi
21:00 Akureyri
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Lipsync Karaoke
21:00 Kíkí Queer Bar
Party Bingo With Sigga Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Movie Sundays: Radical Movie Club
19:00 Andrými
Icelandic Sagas: The Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa

Bíó Paradís will be screening films all summer long that Carefully selected films new Icelandic award winning films.
we consider to be the "best gems of the year"! All screen- Full of fun, excitement, wonders and excellent filmmaking ings are in English or with English subtitles. The August these are not to be missed! Screened all summer long with
program starts on August 3rd, until then a great July English subtitles.
program is still showing.

H
U
O
H
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Improv Iceland (in English!)
20:30 Tjarnarbíó
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa

REYKJAVÍK PRIDE
Dark Deeds In Reykjavík: A Guided
Literary Walking Tour
15:00 Reykjavík City Library
Candle Floating Ceremony In
Memory Of Hiroshima & Nagasaki
22:30 Reykjavík City Pond
How To Become Icelandic In
60 Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Plan-B Art Festival
All Day, Borgarnes
Reykjavík Pride Opening Ceremony
21:00 Háskólabíó
An Evening With Jono Duffy
20:00 Húrra

ART HOUSE CINEMA & CAFÉ
Hverfisgata 54 • 101 Reykjavik • Iceland • ��� ���� • Full schedule at bioparadis.is

R

Culture
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Radiohead

I remember listening to ‘OK Computer’
when I was maybe 12. I honestly say that
my life has never been the same. It was a
complete awakening for me. It spoke to
me on so many levels. Every album after
that, how they have progressed, it feels
like it has mirrored me. We have evolved
in parallel. I finally saw them two years
ago at Solstice. I cried. Then like three
minutes after that, I yelled at a girl in
front of me who was filming the whole
thing. I was like, you’re never going to
watch it! Put that down.
The mightiest of all bears

Music And
Visuals Collide
With Mighty Bear

From Bowie to Radiohead to ‘Girls Just Want To Have Fun’
MAKING OF
AN ARTIST

Words:
Hannah
Jane Cohen
Photo:
Stephanie Zakas

Strutting onstage in a ghostly, glamorous mask to a soundtrack of intense
but ethereal beats, Mighty Bear is the
undisputed dark queen of the Reykjavík
electronica scene. Having just dropped
his first EP ‘Einn’ only weeks ago, we sat
down with the man behind the mask,
Magnús Bjarni Gröndal, to see what
made him the musician he is.

Music Videos

As a kid, I was glued to the TV, watching
MTV and VH1 music videos for hours
and hours. I was so inspired by how
music and visuals could coexist and
even elevate the music itself. When I
was eight or nine, they started an Icelandic music channel called Popp Tíví,
and that was the holy grail. “Frozen” by
Madonna was one I really loved. It was
so dark with crows flying around, and I
thought it was so cool at the time.

‘Labyrinth’

I was a weird kid. If I wasn’t watching music videos, I was watching ‘80s
movies and ‘Labyrinth’ was always on
repeat. I knew all the lyrics, even the
dances. I always wanted to be the girl
who was babysitting and then transported into the labyrinth. I would
watch her and be like, that’s me! I
also love cheesy ‘80s movies. There’s
a guilty movie I love called ‘Girls
Just Want To Have Fun.’ I know it all
by heart, all the dances, all that shit.

Icelandic Hardcore/Metal Scene 2000s

This was such an inspiring community. People would show up to every show,
it didn’t matter who was playing—they
were passionate about everything.
They would talk about politics between
songs. It didn’t matter if you weren’t
getting paid, or if you were playing at
5 PM in some café, they would scream
their heart out and form mosh pits. It
was such a cool time in the Icelandic
music scene.

Thrift Stores

I love going into thrift stores and just
browsing. I’ll find some weird piece of
clothing that then inspires me to do
something weird. The whole concept of
secondhand inspires me and creating a
look often inspires a song. When I don’t
have any ideas, I go to thrift stores.

My Friends

I have been blessed with my chosen
family. It’s a group of super talented
people and I don’t think there is a single one who doesn’t do something creative. I get so much inspiration from
my friends.
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A selection from

Every
Happy
Hour
in 101 Reykjavík

Get the
complete
Happy Hour
listings!
Download
our free app
Appy Hour in
the Apple and
Android stores

AMERICAN BAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 850 ISK.

18:00 to 21:00,
Sunday from
19:00 to 21:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

APOTEK
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 695 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.

ÍSLENSKI BARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

BAR ANANAS
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,600
ISK.

ÍÐA ZIMSEN
Every day from
19:00 to 22:00.
Beer 495.

BAZAAR
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 850 ISK.
BÍÓ PARADÍS
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
BRAVÓ
Every day from
11:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
BRYGGJAN
BRUGGHÚS
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK.
DUBLINNER
Every day from
12:00 to 22:00.
Beer 700 ISK.
FORRÉTTABARINN
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
GAUKURINN
Every day from
14:00 to 21:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Shots 750 ISK.
GEIRI SMART
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK,
Cocktails 1,200
ISK.
HÚRRA
Mon-Sat from

ÍSAFOLD
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
KAFFIBARINN
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine (On Wed.)
700 ISK.
KAFFIBRENNSLAN
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
KALDI
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
KEX HOSTEL
Every day from
15:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
KIKI QUEER BAR
Wed to Sun from
20:00 to 23:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 1,000 ISK,
Shots 600 ISK.
KUMIKO
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 850 ISK,
Cocktails 1,700
ISK.
LOFT
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
LOFTIÐ
Wed to Sat from
16:00 to 21:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,

Shots 500 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
MARBAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
MATUR OG
DRYKKUR
Every day from
22:00 to 23:00.
Beer 475 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 1,100
ISK
PABLO DISCOBAR
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
PRIKIÐ
Weekdays from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK.
PETERSEN SVÍTAN
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00,
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 890 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
SÆTA SVÍNIÐ
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
SKÚLI CRAFT BAR
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.

Beer 850 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
SPÁNSKI BARINN
Every day from
14:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
STOFAN CAFÉ
Every day from
17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK.
SUSHI SOCIAL
Every day from
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK,
Half-priced
cocktails.
TAPAS BARINN
Every day from
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
ÚT Í BLÁINN
Every day from
21:00 to 23:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 1,500
ISK.
VEÐUR
Every day from
12:00 to 19:35.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
ÖLSTOFAN
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

Featured Happy Hour
places to start a
night out. During
happy hour—or
rather happy
Kaffi Vínyl offers
day—beer is only
wholesome
vegan fare, a huge 700-800 ISK and
record collection, wine comes in at
800 ISK. We recomand DJs several
mend grabbing
times a week. It
the vegan lasagne
is no doubt one
too. It's fantastic.
of our preferred
KAFFI VÍNYL
Hverfisgata 76
12:00-23:00

PROBABLY THE WORLD’S SMALLEST WATCH MANUFACTURER

www.jswatch.com

FISH & MORE

SALKA VALKA

Steamed Fresh Fish, Traditional Icelandic Fish ‘Stew’, Fish & Vegan Soups,
Smoked Salmon & Vegan Toppings on Sourdough Bread, Beer, Wine, Coffee & more

SkólavörDustígur 23 • 101 reykjavík

Organic bistro
EST 2006

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house
Tel:511-1118
Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is

Book
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“With each
book, I know
less and less
who’s doing
the writing.”

Bragi working

Marshallhúsið, Grandagarður 20, 101 Reykjavík.
Bus route 14 (Listabraut)
To reserve lunch and dinner call +354 519 7766, or
info@marshallrestaurant.is, marshallrestaurant.is
Closed Mondays.

Writing Reykjavík
Bragi Ólafsson’s ‘Narrator’ published
by Open Letter Books
Words: Björn Halldórsson Photo: Art Bicnick
This August brings the publication of “Narrator,” Bragi Ólafsson’s
third novel on the English language
market. As with “The Pets” and
“The Ambassador”—Bragi’s previous works in English—“Narrator”
is published by US publisher Open
Letter Books, home of several
Icelandic authors in translation.
The book is filled with Bragi’s
unique brand of tamed absurdity,
wherein reality seems to be on unstable footing, even if the characters do their utmost to disregard
calamities. In fact, his novels form
a unified whole; a Vonnegut-esque
universe within a setting that
feels mundane and familiar, yet
slightly at odds with our own world.

Repetition and variation

“Humour is one of the hardest
things to translate from one language into another,” Bragi maintains. “For example, I’ve always
thought Halldór Laxness to be one
of the world’s funniest writers and
yet I’m certain that a big part of his
humour gets lost in translation. His
strange, cunning yet lackadaisical voice must be extremely difficult to recast in a new language.
I’m sure that many things in my
own writing are lost in translation but at least in my case other
aspects become more enhanced
instead. A good translation can
make the writing more direct.”

To thy own self be true

Halldór Laxness was, of course,
Iceland’s only Nobel laureate. His
“It might sound like gibberish, but fiction was seen as capturing the
to me the world that these books Icelandic national identity, honaccess is real,” Bragi says. “All but ouring the nation’s independent
two of my novels contain recurring spirit while also fiercely criticizcharacters; they wriggle through ing its small-mindedness. Such
because they can’t be contained debates concerning politics and
by a single book. Because of this, I patriotism was an intrinsic elestill feel very attached to my older ment of fiction writing for much
of the 20th century,
books, like my first
but Bragi is uncertain
novel, ‘Days of Rest,’
gpv.is/lit
whether authors still
which was published
Share this + Archives
hold such powers.
almost twenty years
“It’s difficult to
ago. ‘Narrator’ has a
strong connection to that book. It argue about an author’s responsibilmay seem like I’m just constantly ity to his or her nation without dragwriting the same book over and ging in hoary ideas about national
over again with only slight varia- poets,” he points out. “Maybe some
tions, and that’s probably it.” Icelandic authors boast such a stature in the national consciousness,
but I doubt it’s through their fiction,
Lost and found in
much rather through public speaktranslation
ing or direct social criticism. Today,
An aspect of Bragi’s work that one being a national poet just refers to
often finds in English language your work being honoured and adreviews is his use of humour. A mired, rather than your stature as
combination of absurdity and a political agitator. Modern writers
pessimism, it is a uniquely Ice- and poets are mostly just responlandic brand of wit, and praise sible to themselves. As an author,
must be given to Bragi’s transla- I demand certain things of myself,
tor Lytton Smith for managing one of which is that I must show the
to recreate as elusive an element reader something only I can see.”
of the author’s voice in English.

The world of Reykjavík
At a time when the romanticism of
unspoilt Icelandic nature is being
trumpeted globally by subway ads
and pseudo-investigative journalism, Bragi’s books are also unapologetically urban, being entirely set
in Reykjavík and its vicinity or on
overseas trips to the continent.
“I was in the US recently, and
someone asked whether I felt a
pressure to realistically represent
Icelandic society,” Bragi says. “I
said that I didn’t necessarily consider myself an Icelandic author.
My area of expertise is Reykjavík,
and a very limited and particular
version of Reykjavík at that. Then
and there, I decided that ‘Icelandic’
was too big a word, and that I was
actually a Reykjavík author. Still,
I often feel grateful to my foreign
readers when they recognise Reykjavík street names in my writing. In
such instances, I feel like I’ve done
something worthwhile; describing
events inside a house where a tourist might just have had the chance of
peeking through a window at most.”

I am Legion, for we are
many
Perhaps because of this localism, Bragi’s characters are often
filled with an equilibrium of social
anxiety and petty jealousies that
feels very familiar to the capital’s
small-town atmosphere. His protagonists are of a kind; neurotic
Gregor Samsas doing their utmost
to avoid rocking the boat. It might
be easy to assume that such archetypes are the author’s means of
exorcising his demons, but Bragi
maintains that the process is somewhat more complicated than that.
“With each book, I know less
and less who’s doing the writing,”
he explains. “There are always fragments of me in my characters, particularly my protagonists, but I’ve
never gone so far as to look at a
character and say: That’s me! Getting so entangled in their lives and
inner lives sometimes makes me
believe that I’m a more complex
person than I actually am, but by
now I can’t point at a single character and claim that it originated
within me.” He shrugs. “I just don’t
know any more.”

Lifestyle
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FANCIES is where we talk to Reykjavík's most fashion-forward figures about style

Árni Sveinsson
Árni Sveinsson (42) is a runaway filmmaker.
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen Photo: Art Bicnick

Árni is wearing:
▶▶ An Italian bicycle jacket
▶▶ Native American Indian shirt
▶▶ Adidas jacket
▶▶ Black jeans
▶▶ Adidas shoes
Describe your style in 5 words:
I have no idea, that’s for others to judge.
Some young kids I walked by a few days
ago, one of them was being cheeky and
said “Nice 80s getup!” like I was going to a
costume party. I thought it was really funny.
Favourite stores in Reykjavík:
The most obscure ones. I like thrift stores
but they’re not as crazy as they used to be,
they are more conformed now. I have a lot
of strange old clothes that I’ve kept over
the years but I usually find some random
stuff around.
Favourite piece:
My Entombed ‘Left Hand Path’ shirt which
I lost for 20 years and then found it again.
I found in my parents basement. I thought

they had thrown it out. I also have an Adidas
tuxedo that was specially made for me.
Least favourite trend:
I would probably say trends are my least
favourite trends. In Iceland, some people
just seem to look on Instagram and wear
what others are wearing, but I think fashion
is way more fun when you use it to express
yourself. Nothing stays special if everyone
is doing the same thing, so I think if someone is doing something extraordinary or
special, it’s ok to be inspired by it but you
shouldn’t copy it straight.
Something I would not wear:
That’s a tough question. I once went to
a festival outside of Reykjavík and it was
really cold and my friend brought along a
kraftgalli [a one-piece snowsuit], which I
thought I’d never wear, but it felt great and
looked great. Actually, since I’m in a bicycle
jacket, I would never wear the whole bicycle
outfit. I think it makes you look a bit like a
blood sausage.

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER

Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.
We offer a unique selection of Icelandic beer – 20 bottled, 10 on draft,
and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.

Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks in a casual and fun atmosphere.
Open 11:30–23:30

Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is

Food
any pans
for
luncH?

Find the best
food in Iceland!
Download our
free dining
app, CRAVING on
the Apple and
Android stores

“We make everything ourselves,
from the flatbread—which is
baked to order—to
every single sauce
and dip.”

Fancy-ass kebabs

Make Lamb
Great Again

unlike most restaurants who offer rotisserie meats. We make
everything ourselves, from the
flatbread—which is baked to order—to every single sauce and
dip on offer. We’re here every
morning, making preparations
for each lunch rush, and for every
customer who comes in during
the day and into the evening.”

Reinventing Icelandic lamb, the Middle
Eastern way
Words: Björn Teitsson Photo: Art Bicnick

FISH panS
icelandic "plokkfiskur"
Onion, garlic, potatoes,
celery, lime, white wine,
cream and butter

1,950 isk

arcTic cHar
Honey, almonds, cherry–
tomatoes, lemon and butter

2,200 isk
redfisH

Chili, celery root, sour cream,
corn, lemon and cream

2,200 isk
plaice

Tomatoes, capers, parsley,
lemon and butter

2,200 isk

salmon (lacTose–free)
Parsnip, broccoli, cashews,
coconut oil, chili and lemon

Icelanders have been eating lamb
for a while now. If you’re going
to a typical Sunday family dinner, the chances are lamb will be
served. Leg of lamb, covered in
oregano, rosemary, thyme and
garlic; some sort of creamy sauce
and boiled potatoes on the side.
And some rhubarb jam. It’s an old
recipe stolen from Denmark in
the 19th century (where it was actually pork that was roasted). It’s
been considered the Rolls Royce
of Icelandic cuisine for the past
century. But let’s face it—it’s getting a bit old.

during the weekends,” she says.
“And what was so beautiful about
living in Germany at the time
were all of these Middle Eastern
influences. Not only the obvious
Turkish influences, but also from
Syria and Lebanon. North African
spices were in abundance. When
we wanted to enjoy the best food,
we went to the markets to get
freshly made flatbread, dates and
dips, fresh hummus and a bottle
of wine. Those are the tastes of
indulgence for me, and I wanted
to bring those f lavours to Iceland.”

Middle Eastern spices

Years in development

Lamb Street Food offers, predicably, lamb. Manager Rita Diðriksen, however, is not in the Sunday
dinner business. “I wanted to update and reinvent our concept of
lamb, how we use it and how we
present it,” she says. Rita has long
dreamed of opening a restaurant
that serves up her favorite Icelandic produce, using the flavours
and spices she got to know when
studying in Germany in the 1990s.
“After a hard week of studying,
my husband and I used to indulge

L a m b i s s it u at e d on Gr a n dagarður, by the harbour, in a
street that is developing into a
real gourmet area, with restaurants, an ice cream parlour, a
cheese shop and the brand new
Grandi Mathöll food hall. Things
are happening, and Lamb offers
a fresh take on the ever popular
meat.
“Developing the recipe for the
rotating spit took almost two
years,” Rita says. “We are using
the best parts of the lamb, very

Nu-street food
Although the name would suggest otherwise, Lamb also serves
excellent options for vegans and
vegetarians. “We make our falafel
in house and I must say we are
very pleased with the outcome,”
says Rita. “All of our sauces and
dips but two are vegan, and every
one is made fresh each day.”
Lamb is, therefore, not only for
meat wraps. With a range of options of salads and dips, it’s the
perfect place for a Middle Eastern
mezze; to have a drink and enjoy
some flavours that haven’t been
common enough in Iceland.
Rita emphasizes that this is
street food, sure, but this is the
updated version of street food,
following trends from gourmet
cities such as Paris or Copenhagen. “Street food does not have to
mean the same as fast food. And
as far as it goes, I do very much
adhere to a slow food ideology.
You could call this slow food in
a fast way, as it were. We want
people to come here to enjoy delicious food in their own time, to
stay and have a glass of wine and
relax well into the evening.”

BanThai
RESTAURANT

w w w . b a n t h a i . i s

food is made fresh from scratch, it’s not pre-made

2,200 isk

our fisH pans are always served
wiTH buTTer–fried icelandic
poTaToes & fresH salad

BEST THAI FOOD 2018

a l s o : 2 0 0 9, 2 0 1 0, 2 0 1 1, 2 0 1 2, 2 0 1 3, 2 0 1 4, 2 0 1 5, 2 0 1 6 a n d 2 0 1 7
TOP TEN : BEST RESTAURANTS IN ICELAND
DV. 17.07.11

Always been the best from the reviews
in our local people and local newspaper.

lækjargaTa 6b, 101 rvk · 546 0095 · messinn@messinn.com

There's a reason why we get an award
every once a year

Laugavegur 130, Hlemmur, 105 Reykjavík Tel : 6 9 2 - 0 5 6 4, 55 - 22 - 444
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Dive bar vegan fast food? Yes please.

More Than Just A
Vegan Spot
Veganæs journeys beyond labels

Words: Hannah Jane Cohen Photo: Timothée Lambrecq
The newly opened eatery Veganæs—in the Gaukurinn music
venue—bills itself as a vegan
comfort food restaurant. While
that’s definitely true, a more accurate description would be that
it’s a comfort food restaurant that
just happens to be vegan.
Ta s t e a ny t h i n g f rom t h e
menu and you’ll probably wonder
whether the whole shebang is just
an elaborate piece of performance
art. The vegan fish dish—called
fish-ish—tastes just like properly
fantastic fish. The cheese balls
are gooey, rich and definitively
cheese-like. But trust me: this is
definitely not vegan-trolling.

A grungy diamond
The restaurant, headed by chef
L i n nea Hel l st röm —who you
might know for her work with
Kaffi Vínyl and Oumph!—fills a
niche that has long stood empty
in the Reykjavík culinary scene:
a good ol’ fast food vegan place.
The eatery was packed when I
arrived. Though it had only been
open for a week at the time, there
was already a dedicated pack of
regulars, who gushed to me about
their favourite items on the menu.

Gauk urinn is admittedly a
strange locale for a diner, but the
whole vibe actually compliments
the food quite well. It emits a
grungy dive bar aura, and in that
sense, Veganæs is the first of its
genre in the city—it’s a dive bar
serving fast food, bordering on
junk food, that’s entirely crueltyfree.

Ticking the burger box
I ordered the burger, which arrived promptly w ith a heart y
portion of fries and sauce. It’s a
surprisingly substantial meal—a
far cry from the more lightweight
vegan burgers you’ll find around
the city.
The patty is composed of seitan, black beans, and some secret
ingredients, Linnea explains. It’s
served under a combination of
handmade vegan cheese, caramelised onions, fresh pickles,
and sauces. The onions give the
burger an unexpected sweetness,
which is balanced by the sour
pickles.

Nice to meat you
While the burger doesn’t neces-

sarily taste like meat, it fulfils
the same craving. By that, I mean
that when you eat it, the parts of
your brain that light up when you
get a juicy hamburger positively
ignite. It’s a satisfying greasy fix.
It’s not just a good vegan burger,
it’s a good burger.
The fries are fine, but the cocktail sauce shines. Linnea—a vegan when she moved to Iceland—
has never tasted cocktail sauce,
so the recipe was derived from
friends describing the flavours to
her. The result is an impeccable
condiment that would fool even
the most discerning sauce-lover.

Lovely “cheese”
I come back the next day for the
burnt sandwich—a play on the
traditional grilled cheese. With
nuggets of jalapeños sprinkled
in Linnea’s handmaid cheese
between slices of greasy grilled
bread—it ’s com for t fo o d on
adrenaline. With messy fingers,
I can’t even finish the sandwich;
it’s that filling.
Overall, Veganæs is a must-try
for vegan-curious culinary explorers. While the interior might
put off more refined foodies, the
food itself is absolutely worth a
try. So if you’re the type who likes
to inexplicably bang on about bacon or argue with vegans online,
do yourself a favour and stop by.
You may even be converted.

REYKJAVIK

EST. 2012

gpv.is/food
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FRENCH ONION SOUP
Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
2.390 kr.

REYKJAVÍK’S
FIRST
BREWPUB

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
2.600 kr.

FISH OF THE DAY
chef´s special
3.890 kr.

Lunch offer from 11:30 - 14:00 1.990 kr.

lunch from
1.690 kr
BRYGGJAN BRUGGHÚS * GRANDAGARÐI 8 101 REYKJAVÍK * 00354 456 4040 * WWW.BRYGGJANBRUGGHUS.IS

101 ÓÐINSTORG REYKJAVÍK ÍSLAND SNAPSBISTRO.IS
snapsbistro@snapsbistro.is +354 5116677

Travel
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Cloud
Island

The southern Faroese outpost of Suðuroy
Words: John Rogers Photos: Timothée Lambrecq

Distance from
Reykjavík:
802km
Car provided by:
atlantic.fo
Trip provided by:
visitfaroeislands.
com
How to get there:
Fly from Reykjavík to
Tórshavn, take the
Smyril Line ferry to
Suðuroy

The Faroe Islands appear suddenly,
a jutting interruption in an endless
carpet of rolling clouds. The plane
circles the islands during the descent
until everything is blotted out, the
blue gradient of the sky and the jagged peaks vanishing into a churning
greyscape. We’re spat out under the
clouds, bumping down onto the runway and emerging into a muted summer landscape.
Tórshavn, the islands’ capital city,
is a forty minute drive away, through
a distinctly miniature world. The villages we pass on the narrow coastal
roads are mind-bendingly small. Most
are a few streets of colourful houses,
and perhaps a gas station, a store, and
a football field, and then we’ve already
left over a skinny bridge or through a
rough-hewn tunnel towards the next
one.

Demon twins
The ferry to the sparsely populated
southern isle of Suðuroy leaves from
Tórshavn harbour, with its maze of Eimskip containers and a marina with
ranks of small, bobbing boats. A medieval sea fort sits nearby, and across

The fields and cliffs of Vágar

the colourful rooftops we can see the
western edge of Tórshavn—the city
ends where the valley gets too steep
for buildings. We board the Smyril
Line ferry, and take a seat on the deck
beneath a flapping Faroese flag for
the two-hour journey southward.
The capital city is soon claimed by
a rapidly encroaching fog. Sea weather rolls in continually in the Faroes,
swamping the islands like they’re
barely there. Bands of clouds pass over
the ferry, regularly engulfing us in
thick mist. We catch glimpses of the
hulking shapes of the other islands;
first, the gentle slopes of Sandur
with a scattering of houses, then the
vague shapes of the hulking twins,
Stór Dímun and the uninhabited Lítla
Dímun, which wears a halo of dramatically swirling clouds. Finally, Suðuroy. The sky clears as we chug past
basalt cliffs into Trongisvágsfjørður,
landing at the Krambatangi dock in
bright sunshine.

tion: 844), which has one main street
lined by a gas station, a charmingly
retro café, the supermarket and a
grass-roofed local history museum
containing the antique leftovers of
a doctor’s surgery. The islanders we
encounter are friendly and smiling,
and we have a lunch picnic at a picturesque viewpoint overlooking the
fjord.
After a quick drive through the
rolling countryside to the tiny northern villages of Hvalba and Sandvik,
the southern route presents two options—the speedy tunnel, or the old
mountain road. In the winter, the tunnel is the only safe option, but in summer, the high road offers views over
the glittering ocean. It winds around
the top of the mountain, through surprisingly verdant fields; we pass a pair
of handsome Highland cows, and a
flock of haggard-looking sheep, many
with their tattered fleeces hanging off
and dragging along behind them.

High road, low road

A gap in the clouds

Suðuroy is a 45km drive from end to
end. We check in at the hotel in the
nearby village of Tvøroyri (popula-

There are several towns and villages
along the southern route. The first
is Hov, a tiny hamlet and the site of

The mossy beach of Sandvík

two Viking-era burial mounds; next
is Porkeri, in which the biggest building is a red, grass-roofed school. The
charming seaside town of Famjin is a
worthwhile detour over a high mountain pass—the village church proudly
houses the prototype edition of the
Faroese flag.
Vágar is the island’s largest settlement, with a bustling harbour, a strip
of shops, an information centre, and
a museum dedicated to the portraits
and landscape paintings of local artist
Ruth Smith. At the western edge of the
town, out past the football field and a
small lake, there’s a large cove called
Vágseiði with a rocky beach and, after a short climb, a view over the surrounding mountains. The weather
changes from moment to moment,
and the vast cliffs melt in and out of
view amongst an ever-changing mass
of wisps, sheets and tendrils of cloud.

On the edge
After passing through a single-lane
tunnel, we pause in the peaceful village of Sumba and have a coffee sitting
outside the local bodega. We watch a
couple of guys painting a house at a

The Beinisvørð cliffs are 470m high

ÍSAFJÖRÐUR

West-Iceland and to Vestmannaeyjar of the South coast.

“We catch glimpses of the
hulking shapes of the other
islands; the gentle slopes of
Sandur, then the vague shapes
of the hulking twins, Stór
Dímun and the uninhabited Lítla
Dímun, which wears a halo of
dramatically swirling clouds.
Then finally, Suðuroy.”
leisurely pace while local kids run
around the pathways that meander between the brightly coloured
houses. Sumba is so small that it
almost feels like a model, and as
we watch the world go by, I find
myself having difficulty inhabiting the idea of living in such a
remote and tightly-knit community.
At the southern tip of the island stand some high cliffs that
are draped in fog as we arrive.
There’s a viewing platform that
looks out to the lighthouse, where
we meet a man named Sammi.
He lives in Sumba, and walks
up here every couple of days for
the exercise. We chat for a while
about the weather and the World
Cup, and he enthuses about the
Beinisvørð cliffs that sit near the
roadside on the northward mountain road—although, he says, we
might struggle to see anything in
this fog.

The summit
We decide to take a chance, and
follow the mountain road up
through some wild grassland. Af-

ter ten minutes, there’s a humble
gravel layby with a rough walking
trail that peters off uphill into the
light mist.
Our luck, it turns out is in—
after a few minutes, a taut sea
breeze comes in, lifting the fog
and revealing the towering peaks
of Beinisvørð. The distant shrieking sea birds wheeling around
the jagged 470m summit are tiny
dots, and the drop to the sea is
dizzying, with various protruding headlands offering wide views
over tall sea stacks and the tumultuous seascape below.
This memorable spot is the
jewel in the island’s crown, but
it’s so unceremoniously presented that it still feels wild—if we
hadn’t been told about it, we could
have missed it. As we trundle
down the hill and back towards
Tvøroyri, I feel a renewed sense
of curiosity about what lies at the
end of every sideroad of this cloud
island.

gpv.is/travel
Follow all our travels

Book your trip on seatours.is

ICELANDIC PLATTER

4 amazing small TAPAS with Icelandic ingredients – A must try

Smoked puffin with bluberry
“brennivín“ sauce
Cured artic charr with sorrel sauce
and quinoa crisp
Minke whale tataki with sesam chili sauce
Lamb tenderloin in liquorice-sauce

3.590 kr.
RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is
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Over The
Misty
Mountains
A hike to Þórsmörk over the famous
Fimmvörðuháls pass

Words: Christine Engel Snitkjær Photos: Art Bicnick and Bjarni Þór Hjaltason

Distance from
Reykjavík:
159km
How to get there:
Route One
South, turn onto
Þórsmerkurvegur
at Seljalandsfoss

The name of the river ‘Krossá’ sounds
like ‘cross,’ as in the symbol that signifies Jesus Christ and which marks
countless graves within the Christian
community. Appropriately, this river is
the graveyard of cars in the Þórsmörk
region of Iceland. The cars go in and
they never return.
Although I have not ‘crossed’ the
‘Krossá,’ I have a feeling that crossing any river with a car is a dangerous
pastime. So when my friends Ásdis,
Arnþór, and I come across a river in
the middle of the road on our way to
the campsite of Básar, I am certain we
have taken a wrong turn somewhere.
We cannot possibly be meant to enter
the river. We’re only at the beginning
of our camping and hiking adventure
weekend in Þórsmörk and we are already lost, I think to myself.
Arnþór calls Ásdis’s father, who has
already made it to the camp in another
car with the rest of the family, and must
know how to get there.“Yes,” he says,
confirming that this is the right way.

The great krossing
As we cross the river, Arnþór and
Ásdis exchange nervous remarks in
Icelandic. Between utterances such as
“hvað segir þú?!” and “rólegt!!” I hear
the word “snakk,” interpreting this to
mean that if we get stranded in the
middle, at least we’ll have snacks. We
make it across, but it turns out to be
the first river crossing of many, and
I’m glad we brought a 4x4.
After countless crossings and a
shaky gravel road experience, Ásdis,
Arnþór, and I arrive at Básar. Ásdis’
family have already set up their tents,
and we’re left to enjoy the view of the
misty mountains. We go to bed early—
because the following day, we conquer
Fimmvörðuháls.

Up and away
Fimmvörðuháls is the name of a hiking trail that winds up between the
glaciers Eyjafjallajökull and Mýrdalsjökull. Clocking in at 23 kilometres,
and filled with steep stretches as the
trail climbs to its peak of 1000m, this is

OMG! We made it.

no Sunday stroll—as I’ll soon discover.
The next morning, we take the gravel road to the small village of Skógar
(population: ca. 25) which marks the
start of the Fimmvörðuháls trail. The
grand waterfall of Skógafoss greets
hikers as they climb past it and up into
the foothills of the highlands.
As we commence the hike and move
further and further away from civilisation, mist begins to cover the landscape in a mysterious white blanket.
The lush, green hills become dim and
the sound of waterfalls is the only indication that they exist—we can only
faintly glimpse their foaming torrents.

Black ground
After several hours of ascent, the
landscape begins to change. The
green fields are replaced by grey fields
of stones, and the small hills are replaced by open expanses. When the
mist finally lifts, we see the famous
Eyjafjallajökull glacier-volcano in the
distance.
We continue our hike up toward the
glaciers, the ground turning gradually

into black lava stone. Patches of snow
lie in stark contrast to the dark ground.
“It’s like a cow,” Ásdis remarks, of the
black and white pattern.

Stay on track
Scattered throughout the length of
the hike, poles guide us in the right
direction. “They were put up by a man
whose daughter died on this hike,” Ásdis’ father explains. “She got lost in the
fog. He wanted to make sure no one
would ever get lost here again.”
As we hike down an unbelievably
steep slope in slippery snow, I find it
comforting to know that, at the least,
the poles are telling us, “yes, this is the
right way.”

The neverending road
Toward the end of the hike, we have
walked for ten hours—all the way from
the green hills above Skógar to the lush
forest of Básar, back into Þórsmörk
valley. I start wondering if I can remember a time in my life when I have
not been walking. I feel like Frodo Bag-
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Can't believe we walked over this shit

We
specialize
in
Asian
Cuisine
Vietnamese Restaurant
➀ Laugavegur 27
➁ Suðurlandsbraut 8
Tel: 588 68 68

gins on my way to Mount Doom, where
time stands still and the road goes on
and on.

The end is in sight
When we finally see our camp on
the horizon, covered in misty clouds,
Ásdis happily exclaims, “it is SO good
to see the end,” and I couldn’t agree
more. Yet the spectacular views and
the remarkable diversity of landscapes
of this hike have been well worth the
pain I currently feel in my feet. Fimmvörðuháls is a hike full of unexpected obstacles, steep mountainsides, and
seemingly endless pathways. But it is
also a hike of beauty, fun, and, above
all else, adventure.

“As we hike down an
unbelievably steep
slope in slippery snow,
It's comforting to
know that the poles
are telling us, ‘yes, this
is the right way.’”

Keflavík
International
Airport

Traveling the south coast or Golden Circle?

Reykjavík

Eyrarbakki
Vík

Hafið Bláa
restaurant with a view

T he Blue Sea

483-1000 • hafidblaa.is

483-3330 • raudahusid.is
10 minutes from Selfoss

at the Ölfusá bridge

open daily 11:30-22:00

5 minutes from Eyrarbakki

Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services

pho.is

and Highway 1 in Eyrarbakki

Glacier
Walks

The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.
Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet
website.

NEW TOUR

Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the
Icelandic Tourist Board.

List of licenced Tour
Operators and Travel
Agencies on:

visiticeland.com
Which way now?

Kayaking by the Glacier

Call sales office from
08:00 - 20:00
or book online.

MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • INFO@MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • TEL: +354 587 9999

Travel

Distance from Reykjavík: 712km
How to get there: Go to Egilsstaðir, Route 1 South & Route 92
Car provided by: hertz.is
Acommodation provided by: hildibrandhotel.com

Neskaupstaður
Crystals, caves & seafood in the far East

ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD

Words: John Rogers Photos: Timothée Lambrecq

makes world’s best sushi

Iceland’s easternmost town of
Neskaupstaður is known to many
for the Eistnaflug metal festival,
but it’s a charming place to visit
all year round. With a new road
tunnel running from nearby
Eskifjörður, it’s easier to reach
than ever, and you’ll be rewarded
with a picturesque, slow-paced
area with plenty to see and do.

The best of Icelandic produce
with a nod to Japan and South
America. Modern Icelandic
flavours, share plates and award
winning cocktails.

SOCIALIZE
WITH THE
LOCALS

Stay:
Hildibrand Hotel
One of the main buildings in
town is the Hildibrand Hotel.
There are hotel rooms on offer,
but you can also take one of the
plushly appointed two-bedroom
apartments, with comfortable
furnishings, a fully equipped
kitchen, and a balcony looking
out over the fjord. The hotel also
has a bar and restaurant called 
Kaupfélagsbarinn, housed in
the town’s old co-op shop, which
serves locally-sourced lamb and
seafood dishes.

vast mountains on the other side
of Norðfjörður, all the tension
will be gone from your body and
mind—and if you present a key
from Hildibrand Hotel, the swim
will be on the house.

this restored oak-hulled vessel.
You’ll get views over the rugged cliffs of East Iceland, pass
close to abandoned settlements,
and see all sorts of wildlife
along the way, including the
possibility of whale sightings
at certain times of the year.

Visit: Neskaupstaður
Museum

Eat: Beituskúrinn
Bait Shack

It might not look like much from
the outside, but the town museum is well worth a visit. On the
ground floor, there are exhibitions by local artists; the first
floor houses a sprawling collection of antique tools and machinery. But the star of the show is
the top floor, which features an
interactive display of taxidermied
wildlife, from birds to seals to sea
creatures and mammals, set up
in a vivid diorama that includes
recordings of all the birds’ calls.
On the other side of the room
there’s an impressive mineral
collection with bright and gleaming crystals, stones and geodes,
all found in the surrounding
area.

This seaside diner is a recent
addition to the town. Run by the
same family behind the Hildibrand, it’s a cosy wooden
restaurant with various options,
specialising in local seafood. The
sizzling fish pan comes with
various cuts of freshly caught
fish, all pulled straight out of of
the waters of Norðfjörður and
cooked to perfection.

Hike:
Easter Cave
Swim: Sundlaug
Norðfjarðar

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.
Sushi Social
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel. 568 6600 • sushisocial.is

This small swimming spot is
one of the best in East Iceland,
with modern facilities, perfect
hot pots, a pleasant sauna, and
a view that can’t be beat. After
basking, swimming, and steaming yourself with a view of the

Trip: Norðfjörður
Boat Tour
Just outside the museum you’ll
find a pier with the Gerpir NK
120 bobbing in the harbour.
On Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays it’s possible to take a
2-3 hour spin around the fjord in

At the edge of the village you’ll
find a nature preserve, with an
easy 15-minute hiking trail leading to Páskahellir, or the Easter
Cave. There are wooden steps
down to the cave, which has dramatic basalt and lava rock formations—local lore attaches various
legends to the cave, including
tales about selkies, and a special
view of the dancing sun at Easter
time.
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Island Life

Hot news from the cold Icelandic countryside
Words: Paul Fontaine
In the Westfjörds, sheep farmers
are facing a crisis. Overproduction when compared to
decreasing demand has meant
that they will likely have to
significantly decrease
the amount of
sheep they raise
next year. This
is an ongoing
trend of a
particularly
difficult
trade to be in
right now.

People in northeast Iceland simply cannot shut
up about their warm and sunny weather. Campers in Atlavík and Höfðavík for the month of June
numbered 4,430, compared to just 1,300
during the same
month last year. A
large portion of
these people
are Reykjavíkings fleeing
the cold and
rain in our
corner of
the country.
Nice of them
to accommodate us.

On July 21st, Selfoss residents celebrated the 5th anniversary of the Bobby Fischer Centre, a
memorial mini-museum devoted to the chess whizz, who died in Iceland of kidney failure in
2008 after less than two years of living here. He’s possibly one of the most classic examples
of “separating the art from the artist”, when you consider his long history of anti-Semitic remarks and openly celebrating the 9/11 attacks. Pobody’s nerfect!

HAPPINESS*
in the

of

reykjavik
*happy hour = Happiness

×SMILING AT WORK
BECAUSE YOU KNOW
YOU MAKE SOME OF
» THE BEST «
COCKTAILS IN
ICELAND!

Best Of Iceland

A selection of winners from our Best Of Iceland travel magazine

West: Best Road Trip
Snæfellsnes

Westfjords: Best Bar
Vagninn

North: Best Meal
Vogafjós

Snæfellsnes grants you access to
essentially every Icelandic topography in one go, including a volcano, lava fields, hot springs, black
sand beaches, waterfalls, and, of
course, the Snæfellsjökull glacier.
Follow Route 54 to circle around
the area, but make sure to check
out Stykkishólmur—it’s a gem of
a coastal fishing village. You can
easily make it there and back to
Reykjavík in twelve hours.

Like everything else in the Westfjords, bars have to double as
something else, namely restaurants. That doesn’t stop Flateyri's
Vagninn from having a reputation
as the liveliest bar in the Westfjords. It's known second for its excellent food, live music and rowdy
crowd. Combined with a good beer
selection, and you can find that
sweaty, smiley bar ambience, even
in the middle of nowhere.

This small, newly renovated café is
almost on the shore of Lake Mývatn.
“They do everything themselves,
from smoking their trout to making
their own mozzarella,” said the panel. Gaze at the windswept countryside through the vast floor-to-ceiling windows while you delve into one
of their fragrant homemade cakes,
or go pet the cows if you have little
ones with you. They’ll be delighted.

›Check out our

c o ckta i l

of the month‹

jorgensenkitchen.com
#drinkinthecenter

Culture
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This is something you miss in a car. In
a car, you are more in a room, in your
own bubble.”

Experience a different
area code
Haraldur believes the exhibit also
brings people inside a liminal space
because it invites them to explore a
part of Reykjavík that many people
overlook.
“This is the first time that art in the
public space is installed in this area
of Reykjavík,” Haraldur explains. “The
exhibition invites the viewer on a trip
and when she or he accepts, she or he
goes on an excursion that reveals a different aspect of the city.”
Haraldur emphasizes that the location of the exhibition is critical to the
idea behind the display—it guides the
viewer out of the idyllic, touristified
downtown Reykjavík, the place where
public art exhibitions are normally
located, and into an area code where
concrete, unsightly buildings predominate.
“In a way,” Haraldur reflects, “it is
about the poetry of leading people outside of their comfort zones and inside
something they don’t see every day.”

“There are a lot of
cars in Reykjavik.
It’s almost like Los
Angeles.”

Urban nature

Spot the Grapevine burger

Words:
Christine Engel
Snitkjær
Photo: Art Bicnick

Get On Your Bike

Too many cars

‘GONE WITH THE WIND’ scatters art on bike paths
around Reykjavík

It would be easy to envision Reykjavík
as one of those Nordic capitals where
everyone bicycles to work, and occasional cars have
to w a it wh i le
hundreds of cyclists pass. Or we
c ou ld i m a g i ne
the city in a predominantly natural landscape,
only interrupted
by occasiona l
wooden houses;
a place that is
The chairman of the board
so small, people
have t he sa me
homogenous
experiences.
Info:
However, these visions of Reykja‘GONE WITH THE vík do not ring true to artist Haraldur
WIND’ is open Jónsson. He hopes to bring Icelandic
until August 18th. people outside of their comfort zones
For a map of the and into unknown territory.
art installations,
Haraldur is the chairman of the
dotted around board that organises the art exhibithe 103 and 108 tion ‘GONE WITH THE WIND.’ Curatpostcodes, go to ed by H.K.Rannversson, and situated
hjolid.is throughout various locations along
the bicycle and pedestrian paths of the

103 and 108 area codes of Reykjavík, the
art installations consist of sculptures,
three-dimensional objects, and even

The decision to make the exhibit accessible only by foot or bicycle was
based on a wish to push the viewer out
of his or her car and into the surrounding environment.
“There are a lot of cars in Reykjavík,” Haraldur explains. “It is almost
like Los Angeles. Public transportation exists, but it’s not very effective,
in a way. Maybe it is because Icelandic

Many of the art installations revolve
around the theme of “nature.” One of
the pieces, for instance, consists of
flowers. Another is mushrooms that
viewers can eat. Haraldur explains
that this environmental theme was
also chosen to challenge the viewers'
perception of the urban space.
“Normally, in a city, you always have
something to do, you go about your errands,” he states. “But then if you go
on an excursion, it turns the notion of
the city upside down. It’s inviting the
viewer to go on a trip that is a little bit
like going into the countryside. You
are in the city but at the same time, you
are in nature and you don’t know what
to expect around the hill.”

The future of
the exhibition

Flower art!

edible plants, made by twelve artists.
The goal of the show is to make the
viewer experience nature in an often
overlooked part of Reykjavík, either by
foot or bicycle.

people are individualistic, but I notice
that they don’t share cars and each
household has at least one car. In contrast, the act of walking is like you’re
writing or reading. The path you take
defines you. It opens up possibilities.

The ‘GONE WITH THE WIND’ exhibition is part of a larger project, entitled
‘THE WHEEL.’ Initiated by the Reykjavík Association of Sculptors, it is the
first in a series of five summer exhibitions, leading up to the association’s
50th anniversary in 2022. Each exhibition will feature art installations scattered throughout the bike and walking
paths of Reykjavík.
So if you are up for challenging your
perceptions of Reykjavík, park your car
and get on your bike before the exhibit
closes on August 18th.

AURORA REYKJAVÍK
THE NORTHERN LIGHTS CENTER

Can’t catch the Northern Lights?
Don’t worry, we have already done it for you!

MULTIMEDIA EXHIBITION

360° VIRTUAL REALITY

TIME-LAPSE MOVIE THEATER

Maritime
museum
CCP
Icelandair
Hótel Marina

Aurora
Reykjavík

The old
harbour
Harpa
Music hall
Reykjavík
Art museum

10%
OFF

Kolaportið
flea market

Grandagarður 2 | 101 Reykjavík
Tel: +354 780 4500
Bus 14 | Free Parking
www.aurorareykjavik.is

Open daily 09:00 - 21:00

with this voucher
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Serving great food isn’t enough anymore.
Now people want a one-stop dining extravaganza. Luckily, if it’s food you want,
the Hlemmur food hall has got something
for everyone. Vegan? We got it. Paleo pescaterian? Sure, why not. Grandma lost her
dentures? We got soup. Whether you want
to sit down for a meal or grab it to go
- Hlemmur has got you covered.
Not hungry? That’s fine too. You can just
hang out and trade gossip with friends,
make new friends, or stage a gathering
for your coven of witches. We don’t judge.
Come eat at Hlemmur. Or don’t.
Food isn’t everything.
hlemmurmatholl.is

Free WiFi

/hlemmurmatholl

@hlemmurmatholl

@hmatholl

LIFE IN PICTURES

EISTNA
FLUG

Text: Mareike Timm & Hannah Jane Cohen
Photos: Mareike Timm
Each year in mid-July around 2000 fans of the metal, rock and indie music scene find their way to the
small town of Neskaupstaður at the end of road 92
in the east of Iceland. The Eistnaflug festival has
grown over the years and attracts fans and metal
bands from abroad as well. During four summer
days (or at least four days in summer) metalheads
walk the streets dressed in black and bang their
heads to bands like Kreator, Týr, Watain, Sólstafir,
The Vintage Caravan or Batushka and create a feeling like a big family reunion.

Aspiring Vikings Karen Sunníva and Dóri Jónsson from Akureyri are
here to see Týr.

Singer Birgir Thorgeirsson and guitarist Ingi Þór Pálsson of
Kontinuum lifting weights.

Three buddies fighting over their favourite Deathspell Omega album.

No scurvy here! The staff makes sure everyone gets their daily dose of vitamin C by
handing out fresh fruits at 2:30 AM.

ArtisAn BAkery
& Coffee House
Open everyday 6.30 - 21.00

Laugavegur 36 · 101 reykjavik

Would you like some cornrows with your battle vest?

Orange hair...in MY metal festival?

Even metalheads have to get zen sometimes.

This air guitarist performed to Van Halen. Werk.

\m/ Just five people living their best life in black clothing. \m/

That's either a Hatari performance or some high quality porn.

Sólstafir guitarist Sæþór Maríus Sæþórsson talks to fans after
their annual performance.

Steal his wallet!

Dat mane tho
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THE HOME
OF ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
AND LAMB
APOTEK Kitchen+Bar is a casual-smart
restaurant located in one of Reykjavíks
most historical buildings.
We specialize in fresh seafood
and local ingredients
prepared with a modern twist.

Wait a second. These Innipúkinn are cheating!

The Indoor Demon
Strikes Again
Get ready for “the only music festival
happening on Verslunarmannahelgi”
Words: Phil Uwe Widiger Photo: Art Bicnick

APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

Austurstræti 16

101 Reykjavík

apotek.is

You all know Verslunarmanna- the CEO and one of the owners of
helgi (“Merchant ’s Weekend”). Sónar Reykjavík, Innipúkinn is a
You’re going to get shitfaced in platform to go crazy with booking
the Westman Islands and camp bands.
“ We u s u a l l y
in the god-forsakj u s t g e t a l it t l e
en rain, while the
bit drun k and
wind blows the beer
think about what
out of your hand.
would be fun,” he
Doesn‘t sound like
laughs. “We allow
too much fun, does
ourselves to book
it?
a c t s w e h av e n' t
The team beeven seen live but
hind the annual Inwe like what they
nipukinn Festival
are doing, and we
didn't think so, eiwould like to give
ther. “Innipúkinn
them the oppormeans ‘Indoor Detunity
mon,’” says Ásgeir
King of the indoor demons
to play
Guðmundsson,
a proone of the festival’s
three main organisers. “It was fessional music fesestablished 16 years ago to provide tival where they have
entertainment for people who access to Iceland's best
didn’t want to go to the countryside sound engineers and
stage hands.“
for the long weekend.”

Musical variety
Since its inception, Innipúkinn has
provided a diverse music schedule
in some of Reykjavík’s greatest venues. This year, the line-up features
well-known names such as Mugison, Sykur and Hatari, alongside
bands from Reykjavík’s grassroots,
like Ateria. For Ásgeir, who is also

See you
outside?

val’s venues—Húrra and Gaukurinn—are located will be closed to
provide festival goers the greatest
comfort imaginable. “We are really grateful to the city of Reykjavík
and the contractors who made that
possible by changing their construction schedule only for us,” says
Ásgeir, emphasising Innipúkinn’s
popularity among the city council,
tourists and locals alike.
Realizing, however, that having
an outside area is a contradiction
to what the festival actually stands
for, the focus lies on the festival’s
inside schedule. “Of course, we
want people to buy tickets and support the artists actually playing the
festival,” the organiser underlines.
The income is split equally among
the bands performing.

Something for
everybody
Innipúkinn Festival is something
for people who want to enjoy good
music in a comfortable environment. “It’s a simple and beautiful thing,” Ásgeir
finishes. “Innipúkinn
is a festival that owns
itself, and that has
been organized by interesting people in
the music scene for
16 years. It is a festival that prides itself
on being a good option for people to stay
in Reykjavik, being
a platform for new
bands to show themselves and for
us organizers to have a little bit of
fun — and not to take ourselves
too seriously.” It’s an ode to all the
Inside Demons out there. You know
who you are.

“We usually
just get a
little bit
drunk and
think about
what would
be fun.”

Even though Innipúkinn is mostly about being
indoors and enjoying great music,
the outside area, with food trucks,
decorations and DJ sets, has become a beloved part of the festival.
The small street where the festi-
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WAR OF THE NERDS

Flower Power
Or Flower Killer?
Lupins divide Iceland in a bitter floral feud

WELL, YOU ASKED

Crazy moms
& Icelandic
Podcasts
Words: Noemi Ehrat

Dear Grapevine,
My crazy mom is visiting. What activities can I send her on to spend the least
amount of time with her?
Veruca Sugar
Hey Veruca.
Try to book her on as many tours as
possible, so she’ll be busy sightseeing
and too tired to bother you once she
returns. If you’re on a budget, pretend
to have been eaten by a polar bear.
However, please remember all the pain
your mother had to endure bringing
you onto this earth and how she’s
probably had to put up with all of your
annoyances for too many years. So
maybe also shut the fuck up and be nice
for once.

Words:
Noemi Ehrat
Photo:
Art Bicnick

Iceland isn’t exactly well-known for
its lush vegetation and diverse flora.
I mean, it’s mainly moss, some puny
trees, and a lot of yellowish grass. One
flower, however, has managed to take
over Iceland in no time: the bushel of
purple magnificence known as the lupin. You know, the one that actually
manages to bring some colour to the
sometimes rather monochromatic island. If you thought that all Icelanders
shared your enthusiasm for this flamboyant flower, though, you thought
wrong. Iceland is split into pro- and
anti-lupin camps, and they are waging
a bitter war.

argument is that the lupins not only
look pretty in your selfies, but actively
change the ground from eroding—a
problem that can be traced back to the
lack of trees—to stable and fertile.

Floral Friends?

Floral Foes!

Members of Facebook group ‘Vinir
lúpínunnar’ (‘Friends Of The Lupins’)
mainly share idyllic pictures of lupins
to be admired. Moreover, some use the
group to offer lupin seeds to fellow
lupin-lovers in order to bring a dash of
colour to their neighbourhoods.
The aim is clear: Let the lupins take
over Icelandic wasteland! Their main

But while the spread of flowers to
maintain Iceland’s topography might
seem to be a reasonable ambition, the
opposition is determined to fight back.
The government and their supporters
claim that the lupins overshoot the
mark, as they eradicate other native
plants, such as the beautiful greengreyish moss, and excitingly unique

How you could you hate on these little purple babes?

CITY SHOT by Art Bicnick

Dear Grapevine,
What are some Icelandic podcasts I
can listen to?
Bobson Dugnutt
Well, Bobson...
There’s a fair selection of podcasts on
different topics by the national TV and
radio broadcaster RÚV. The most talked
about podcast in English right now is
Icetralia by Jonathan Duffy, so check
that out. There are other providers as
well, such as the Reykjavík City Library
podcast for bookworms or podcasts on
all kinds of current issues by online
magazine Kjarninn, to name a few.
S end your unsolvable ( UN T IL NOW )
problems to editor@grapevine.is or
tweet us at @rvkgrapevine.

....OPEN FROM 06:00

grass-species. They even go as far as
stating that the lupin explosion might
also affect the quality of life of Reykjavík’s inhabitants in a negative way,
as the lupins make it difficult for citizens to enjoy pure, unspoilt Icelandic
nature. Beware, Reykjavíkingar, as you
might soon find yourself drowning in
a sea of soil-obscuring lupins.
While the government continues to
fight against the lupin invasion, they
recently had to admit that the costly
and somehow never ending fight might
be pointless, to which the Vinir Lúpínunnar promptly responded with a
triumphant “WE WON!”
Power to the lupins!
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Disclaimer: I hate dating. I approach dating a
little like a particular world leader approaches
his presidency; despite some outward confidence, I am insecure, awkward, and ultimately horrible at my job. I am a terrible lesbian.
Perpetually single at 30, I had a life crisis.
Like any normal adult human, I decided the
best way to increase my chances of finding
a mate was to move to Iceland. Surely my
British accent alone was enough to make me
exotic and interesting? Spoiler alert: Thanks
to tourism, it was not.
I went from dating in a city of 8.7 million
to a town in the east fjords, population 187.
As a lady-gay I am used to a small dating pool.
However, the pool didn’t become so much of a
puddle as a drip, if that. Stretching my Tinder
age range settings to 18-55+, it was still 124km
to the nearest woman interested in women...
and she wasn’t my type.
Not having access to disposable dating was actually very liberating; I stopped
wearing makeup, shaving my legs and took
up knitting. My skin improved, as did my
self-esteem, and my family all got hats for
Christmas. Happy days.
That is, until I moved to Reykjavík, where
the whole nightmare began again. In Reykjavík, anonymity does not exist. Your window
of being mysterious and exotic disappears as
soon as you know one lady-liking lady. Meet
one and you’ve met them all. Even the simple
act of asking someone for an innocent coffee
can be blown out of proportion, and spread
across first the city, then the country, within
minutes.
I learned this valuable lesson after I made
a joke on stage about becoming a cultural
stereotype whilst trying to seduce women
with tea and crumpets. Yes, I had attempted
to do a Bridget Jones with delicious toasted
treats. What had not occurred to me was that
not one, not two, but three of the women I had
used this line on were in the audience.
In the break, I was uncomfortably sandwiched between all three. There was certainly
something Dickensian about the situation;
being surrounded by the ghosts of conquests
past, present and yet to come. Obviously, I
went home alone, and remain single with a
freezer full of crumpets.
The quest to become a Power Lesbian continues.
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Words: Kimi Tayler Photo: Art Bicnick

WE GUIDE IN 10 LANGUAGES
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The Icelandic
Power Lesbian

DAY TOURS
GU

LAST WORDS

GUA

G

GOLDEN
CIRCLE
TOURS

SOUTH
COAST
TOURS

ICE
CAVE
TOURS

5.990ISK
DEPARTURES:

9.990ISK
09:00

28.990ISK

07:45

BOOK YOUR GOLDEN CIRCLE ADVENTURE AT:

BOOK YOUR SOUTH COAST ADVENTURE AT:

BOOK YOUR ICE CAVE ADVENTURE AT:

PRICE FROM:

PRICE FROM:

DEPARTURE:

ON THE HOUR EVERY HOUR
FROM 8:00 TO 12:00

WWW.RSS.is/GC

USB CHARGING
IN EVERY SEAT

PERSONAL
HOST

WWW.RSS.is/SC

IN BUS
AUDIO GUIDE

OPEN 24
HOURS A DAY

PRICE FROM:

DEPARTURE:

WWW.RSS.is/IC

BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE NOW - AVALABLE ASSISTANCE 24/7

WWW.RSS.IS • +354 497 5000 • INFO@RSS.IS

Glacier Walks
& Ice Caves
Call sales office from 08:00 - 20:00
or book online.

NEW TOUR

Kayaking by the Glacier

MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • INFO @ MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • TEL: +354 587 9999

